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(i)

SYNOPSIS

This thesis is concerned with the block theory of a finite group
over an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic. We study
the indecomposable modules in such a block ~ with a cyclic defect
group, and then the results that we get are applied to the principal
p-blocks of the symmetric group Sp' the alternating group ~ and the
five Mathieu groups, p being an odd prime.

There are three parts to this thesis, each one dealing with the
following topics. Part A is concerned with finding the full submodule
lattice of each one of the projective indecomposable modules in ~.
These lattices turn out to have simple diamond shapes, and depend
upon parameters r(i),s(i). In part B we generalise the methods used
in the previous part to get a good description of a full set of
non-projective indecomposables in B (though we do not manage to get

nJ

their full submodule lattices). Finally in part C we show how to use
ordinary character theory, and in particular the Brauer tree, to work
out these positive integers r(i),s(i) and then we apply such methods
to work out the lattices of those examples listed above.

STANDARD NOTATION

Throughout this thesis, G will be a finite group, p a prime that
divides the order of G and k an algebraically closed field which has
characteristic p. Also 1 will denote the identity subgroup where
appropriate and all modules are to be taken as finitely generated
right modules. Indeed if U is a kG-module, ~(U) will denote its
composition length, LJ(U) its socle and ~(U) its Frattini submodule.

The reader should note that each part of this thesis contains its
own set of references and footnotes, which can be found at the end of
the appropriate part.
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PART A PROJECTIVE INDECOR~OSABLES IN A BLOCK WITH A

CYCLIC DEFh~T GROUP

§ 1 Introduction

Throughout this part of the thesis, we will be studying the
following situation,
£1ypothesis: B is a kG-block with cyclic defect group D of order q = pd,...,
(d ~1). We will write the unique chain for D as follows,

D = Do '> Dl '> ••• > Dd_l '> 1
Set Nt = NG(Dt) and et = CG(Dt) for all t = 0,1, ••• ,d-l; which hence
yields the following chains:

NG(D) = No (. NI ~ ••• <, Nd_l , G
CG(D) = Co ~ Cl ~ ••• <. Cd_l c G

For each t, let Bt be the unique kNt-block of defect group D with
BtG = ~ and suppose that e.t E. Z(kNi) is the corresponding block
idempotent. Then it is well known that et E. Z(kCt), so let
tt = etl + ••• + Etnt be a primitive .decomposition of et in Z(kCt),

and let btj be the kCt-block corresponding to Ctj. Then Brauer [2J
and Dade [lJ have proved the following results:

a) The defect group of each btj is D.
b) For each t, a kCt-block b satisfies bG = ~ if and only

if b E:. {btl'··· ,btnt}.
c) Nt acts (by conjugation) transitively on {Ctl, •••,atnt1.
d) If E is the stabiliser of tol in No, then for all t, ECt

is the stabiliser of etl in Nt' and E/Co ~ ECt/Ct•
e) E/Co is cyclic of order Sa::! e=e(G,~); and e divides p-l.

In [13J R. Brauer described the ordinary character theory of such a
block ~ for the special case when d = 1, and twenty five years later
E. C. Dade ([1]) extended all of these resplts to the general case.
Then by making essential use of Dade's results, H. Kupisch ([10]) and
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G. J. Janusz (ell]), working independently, examined the kG-modules in
B and in part described the projective indecomposables. In this part of
'V

the thesis we will also describe these projective indecomposables in ~,
but the methods will be purely modular. In fact no character theory at
all will be used, and the only essential results from Dade's paper that
we need are those stated above.(~) The main result to be proved here
is the very explicit description of the complete kG-submodule lattice
of each projective indecomposable in ~, which is given in the main
theorem below.

The methods we employ utilise the "Green correspondence" (see e. 2),
and were first applied to this problem by W. Feit. I am very much
indebted to my Ph.D. supervisor J. A. Green, whose helpful suggestions
have made this work much easier to read and understand.

Before stating the main theorem we need some definitions:
~ If H is a subgroup of G, then a kH-block B will be called

(q,e)-uniserial if it satisfies the following,
a) B contains (up to isomorphism) exactly e simple kH-modules.
b) The defect group of B has order q, with e dividing q-l.
c) The e distinct projective indecomposable kH-modules in Bare

all uniserial.
d) A full set of simple kH-modules in B can be labelled 80,•••,8e_l

and a full set of projective indecomposable kH-modules in B can
be labelled To, •••,Te_l (with the convention that 8i,Ti are
defined for all i e Z by reducing i mod e) so that the unique
composition series of each Ti has the shape,

"

Remarks: (i)8i+q_l ~ 8i since q-l = 0 mod e.
(ii) By Nakayama's theorem (see [6J), the set of all the

kH-factor-modules of the Ti (0 ~ i ~ e-l) form a full set
of indecomposable kH-modules in a (q,e)-uniserial
kH-block B. 80 these indecomposables can be labelled
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T iOL i = 0,1, •••,e-l; <X. = 1,2, •••,q
so that the unique composition series of each Tioc has
the shape:

------"""' 0

Hence Ti = Tiq and 8i = Til for each i.
(iii) We define Tioc for each 1 E. 2l by reducing 1 mod e. We

also set Tio = 0 for all i = 0,1, •••,e-l.
(iv) TiO(_ has composition length oc for all i;O!.

Consider now the special case when H contains a cyclic normal
p-subgroup, say U = < u>.
For each h e H define an integer z(h), which is unique mod lUI, so that
h-luh= uz(h). Also if lk denotes the identity element in k, set
Tr(h) = z(h)lkt which defines the "natural" linear representation ,.
of Hover k.

Defns: (i) For each i E. 'ZZ, let ni be a kH-module affording the linear
representation lTi.

(ii) Let B be a kH-block with 8 any simple kH-module in B. For
each i E: 'ZZ set 8i = 8 0II:. Then B will be.called special
(q,e)-uniserial (with respect to U) if it satisfies both
of the following conditions,
a) 80,•••,8e_l is a full set of simples in B with

81+e S:! 8i for each iE:?Z.
b) B is (q,e)-uniserial with respect to the labelling

80,•••,8e_l of the simples.

We Can now state our main theorem:
THEOREM: Under the hypothesis described above (see page 1) we have,

(i) For each t = 0,1,•••,d-l the kNt-block
uniserial (with respect to ,Dt).

(i1·) D { }enote the indecomposable kNd_l-modules in Bd_l by Tioc '
and let f be the Green correspondence (G,~) ~(Nd-l,Bd_l)

Bt is special (q,e)-
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(see ~2). Then B contains (up to isomorphism) exactly e,...,
simple kG-modules, which can be labelled Vo,••• ,Ve_1; so

that on writing I = {O,1, ••• , e-1}, the "Frattini factor"

fV·I -&.. (fV.) ?!: S. for all i € I.a j! a ~
Moreover there exists a permutation B of I so that the "soc1ell

2:,(fVi) ?! 8&-lCi) for all ie;;:I.

Adopting this notation, let Wibe a projective cover of Vi

and define a newpertnubat Lon ja of I by pCi) == &-l(i) + 1 mode.

Then there exist integers r = r( i), s = s( i) so that each W.
. ~

contains exactly rs + 2 submodu1es,with the full kG-subrnodu1e

lattice as shownin Figure 1.

Also these submodu1essatisfy the following:

a) Wil WOO~ V., W ~ Vi'~ r-1,s-1
Wa_1, b IWab~ VpaCi) for all 1 ~ a ( r-1; 0,( b< s-l,

VIa,b-1 IWab= Vob(i) for all o ~ a (,r-1; 1 ~ b~ s-L,

b) Wr-1,0 and WO,s-l
c) Wr-1,On WO,s-l ~ Vi

are both uniseria1 submodu1esof Wi.

and Wr-1,0+'WO,s-1 = ~(Wi).

d) (Wr-1,O ; WO,s-1) is the unique pair of submodu1esof Wi

satisfying b) and c).

Finally we have:

e) For a fixed i __I, Wi is uniseria1 if and only if either

rei) = 1 or sCi) = 1; or equivalently if and only if the

composition length of fVi is either q-1 or 1.

f) If Wi is uniseria1 for all i ~ I, then either 6 = 1 or'p =1

(1 being the identity permutation on I). Moreover:

In the Case 0=1, B is (q,e)-uniseria1 (with respect to-
this labelling Vo,••• ,Ve_1of simples) and fVi is simple

for all i <; I.

In the ==r-». ~is (q,e)-uniseria1 (with respect to

this labelling Vo,••• ,Ve_1 of simples) and ibfVi is simple

for all i €. I, (see ~2 for the definition of n,).

Remark:Kupisch first proved b) ,c) and d) above in [10].
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§2 SomeAssumedResults

Throughout this chapter R is any subgroup of Gwith xl, ••• ,xr
a right transversal of G by R. Also ~ is any set of subgroups of G

and U,V,Ware kG-modules.

Defns: (i) (U,V)R = HomkR(U,V)

(ii) If 0<.. E (U,V)R then TR,G(OC)is the kG-map

which sends u E.U to 6 (uxi -1)0(. .xi
~(iii) Wewill write (U,V)~ G for ~ TS G( (U,V)S ) and (U,V)G, S,~,

for the k--epace (U,V)G/ (U,V)-S,G.

(iv) &E(U,V)G is called an ~-projective map if e-e.(U,V)~,G.

(v) U is called ~-projective if the identity map on U is

-:5 -projective.

(vi) U is called .~ -projective-free if no indecomposable

direct summandof U is ~-projective.

Remarks: a) If ~ is a single subgroup, say ~ = {S} we omit the

brackets and write S-projective, (U,V)S,G' (U,V)~ etc •••

b) "U is l-projective" is an equivalent statement to !tUis

projective" (this is essentially the famous D. G. Higman

theorem, see [14J). SOanalogously we call all maps that
.

are I-projective just projective.

Lemma2.1 (see Green [3, € 3J): (i) Let Wbe projective, then:

If \T : W~V is a kG-epimorphism, e € (U,V)G is projective

if and only if there exist ¢ € (U,W)G so that e = ¢1T •

If Y. : U~W is a kG-monomorphism,ErE-(U,V)Gis projective

if and only if there exist l/rE (VI, V)G so that Er = .."..:yr •
(ii) (U,V)~ ~ (U,V)G in both of the following cases:

( )
{

a) U projective-free and V simple
A ••••••••

b) V projective-free and U simple

Consider now an exact sequence 0___:;...U_,.,..W_...,..V__""'O with W

projective. Any sequence of this form is called a projective

presentation of V, and if Wis minimal (among all other projective

presentations of V) then the above sequence is called a minimal
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projective presentation (mpp). For all kG-modules V, a mpp exists,
and we write o..Vfor the corresponding "kernel". So any mpp of V
yields an exact sequence 0 ~ n.V ~W ___"'V---'rOe Schanuel's lemma
[8, p.16] now shows that £LV is unique up to isomorphism. Also,
Theorem 2.2 (Heller, see [7]): If V is non-projective indecomposable,

then &LV is also non-projective indecomposable.
The next theorem is a simple exercise in homological algebra, using
2.l(i):
Theorem 2.3 (Feit):
(B) •••••••••••• (U,V)~ ~ as k-spaces.

Now if 0 __"....a V .!!:_".. VI ~ V -+ 0 is a mpp of V, then
y..... *(nV'U)G+- (W,U)G..;!_(V,U)G ~O is exact for all kG-modules U.

Also using 2.l(i) we get that Im~* = (~V,U)l,G' and so it follows
tIlhat ExtkG(V,U) = (~V,U)G'
Thus by [5, pp.290-292], (!LV,U)t is isomorphic to the group of
extension classes of V by U. Of particular importance are the
following special cases:
Theorem 2.4: a) If (S1V,U)t = 0 then there exists up to isomorphism

only one extension of V by U, namely the split extension V eU •
b) If (~V, U)t ~ k then there exists exactly two non-isomorphic

extensions of V by Ut namely the split extension V$ U and one
other non-split extension.

~otation: yoU will denote any extension of V by U, so that there
exists an exact sequence 0 __.,..U ___"..yoU _...,..V __""O.

We now introduce some special subgroups and sets of subgroups of G.
Notation: Let D be any p-subgroup of G and H any subgroup ~NG(D).

Set X ={DX"D: X€G ......H},
and 1IJ = { DXn H : x (.G""H}.
U,V will be kG-~odules and L,M kH-modules.

Defns: a) fU is a 9-projective-free kH-module and U' a 9-projective
kH-module so that UH = fU$U'
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b) gL is an x-projective-free kG-module and Lt an ~-projective

kG-module so that LG = gL $L'.
Remarks: (i) By the Krull-Schmidt theorem U',fU; L',gL are all unique

up to isomorphism.
(ii) The modules fU, gL are often called the Green correspondents of

U, L.

(iii) When H = G the sets ~,~ are both empty. To account for this
special case we set (U,V)~,G = 0 for all U,V.
So in particular f,g act as identities when H = G, that is
fU = gU = U for all U.

Theorem 2.5 (Green, see [9]): If.~ is the set of subgroups of D which
are not G-conjugate to any subgroup of any X in~, and if U,L
are indecomposable with vertices Do,DI~Jb respectively, then:

a) fU,gL are indecomposable with vertices Do,DI respectively
(C)....••b) g(fU) ~ U and f(gL) ~ L.

c) If B is a kG-block of defect group D with B the unique
N

kH-block of defect group D satisfying BG = B, then,...,
U E. B if and only if fU E. B; Le.B if and only if gLE.B.

I'V ""

Remark: Notice that if U,V are indecomposable with their vertices in
~, then it follows from (0) that

U ~ V if and only if fU ~ fV
This will be used quite often in the next chapter.

Theorem 2.6 (Feit, see ~, 4.l2J): If U,V; L,M are D-projective then,

(D) ••••••••••••••••••••• {(Ut V)~ !!! (fU.fV)~
(L,M)~ ~ (gLtgM)~

Theo~em 2.? (Green, see ~, 4.5J): &1 commutes with f and g, that is
(E) •••••••••••••••••• .c1 fU ::f fti1U; ..QgL ~ g.o,L
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§3 (q,e)-uniserial Blocks

Here we set up the machinery needed to prove our main theorem
inductively. Throughout this chapter D * {l} is a p-subgroup of G
with H~NG(D) so that.x ={Dx(lD: X€G'H} = {l}.
Let B be a kG-block of defect group D with B the unique kH-block of

I'V

defect group D satisfying BG = B. We assume throughout that B is
IV

(q,e)-uniserial (and hence we adopt the notation in € 1 for the
indecomposable modules in B). The aim is to study ~. Our first two
lemmas are easy and hence the proofs are left as an exercise.
Lemma 3.1: ~Tioc: '?:! Ti+cx.,q-O<.;Q_,2TiO£. '?:! Ti+l,oG·
Lemma 3.2 (A generalised form of Schur's lemma):

(i) If ~(Tj~) ~ e then (Tjf.>,Tjr-)H'2! k,
(ii) If ~CTj~) ~ e then for each i;~

CTjp ,Tic.x)H ':::! k or 0; (Ti~ ,Tjr)H SI k or O.
~: If E1€.(Tiot.,Tj~)H then write rCe-)for the composition length

-l"(Ime-).
&emma 3.3 (A generalised form of Passman's lemma, see [4, lemma 4J):

o f 9- E.CTicx.,Tj~)H is projective if and only if rCe-)~ Cl + ~ - q.
froof: Let ~ : Tj ~Tj~ be the natural kH-epimorphism.
a) If 0 f eE.(Ti~ ,Tj~)H is projective, then by 2.1 there exists
¢E:.(Tioc:,Tj)H so that Er= ¢-rr.

Hence rCe-)= r( ¢Tr) = 3::( (1m ¢)1f) '>-0, and so we have,
rCe-)=-3:"(Im¢) --l"(Kerif) = 3:(Im¢) - (q-~), which gives,
r(ft) ~ -:t(Ti<x)- (q-p) = ex + ~ - q.

b) If 0 :f: 6- € (Tioc:,Tjp)H then there exists an inclusion
Er' cI>'Ti,r(e-)c_. Tj\l.Hence there exists an inclusion Ti,r(e-)+q_p.c:...... Tj

so that€r' = ¢'1T.

Now if r(&), <X. + f3 - q, then rCe-)+ q - pt' oc ,

Henoe there exists <I> Er. (Ti~ ,Tj)H such that 9'::: ¢'1T, which by 2.1
Shows that 9' is projective.
Coro1lar13.4: By 3.3 and (B),
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if oe + ~ ~ q,

if <X. + f3 > q,

Theorem 3.5: Up to isomorphism B contains exactly e simples, which
. -

can be labelled V ,•••,V 1 so that for all 0 ~ L,j~ e-lo e-
a) fVj is a non-projective indecomposable in B, gSi is a

non-projective indecomposable in B.,....,
b) (fVj,Si)H ': (Vj,gSi)G ~ k if i = j, ° if i f j.
c) There exists a permutation 5 on I = {O,l, •••,e-l} so that

(S. ,fV ')H -= (gS. ,V ')G ~ k if '5(i) = j, ° if '5(i) .::f: j.~ J ~ J
.Proof: Adapt the argument in ~, ~ 6], noting that the only part of
Dade's results that is necessary for Green's proof, is that B (which
corresponds to !' in (3]) is (q,e)-uniserial.
Remark: We will adopt the above notation, and hence for all j:

fVj /~(fVj) .~ Sjt b(fVj) '='! S5-1(j);
~ fVj /~ (&LfVj) et SS-l( j)+l' .L(SLfV j) ~ Sj.

Theorem 3.6 (Feit): Each fVj is either "long" i.e. ;1:'(fVj)) q-e,
or "short" L,e• .;t(fVj) ~ e.

Proof: Clearly we can take s> 2e.
Case 1 Suppose e <-3:'(fVi)"q/2 for some i.
Then by Schur's lemma, (A),(D) and (F):
k = (Vi,Vi)G ~ (Vi,Vi)~ = (fVi,fVi)~ ~ (fVi,fVi)H
Hence the only maps fVi _"..fVi are the "scalar maps". But -3:'(fVi»eemeans that there exists an inclusion Ti,~(fVi)-e ~fVi' which
induces a non-scalar e-: fVi__.,..fVi•
This contradiction shows that this case never occurs.
Case 2 Suppose q/2 <.j:"(fVi) < q-e for some i.
Then by Schur's lemma, (A),(D) and (F):
k ~ (Vi 'Vi)G s (Vi'Vi)~ :: (fVi'fVi)~ - (a.fVi 'nfV i)H
Hence the only maps nfVi--').Q.fVi are the "scalar maps".
But -3:"(fVi)< q-e means that .a:"(S1fVi)'> e. So in a similar way to
Case 1 we get a contradiction, showing that Case.2 never occurs.
This completes the.proof of 3.6
Corollary ".7: If T € B is indecom osable then for all •.
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a) (T,fVj)~ ~ k or 0; b) (fVj,T)~ ~ k or O.

Proof: Ne will prove a); b) being analogous.

Case 1 Suppose that 1::(T) +1:(fVj) ~ q.

Then if fVj is long, it is clear that T must be short. So by 3.6 at

least one of T,fVj is short. Hence by (F) and 3.2:
(T,fVj)~ ~ (T,fVj)H ~ k or 0

Case 2 Suppose that 1:(T) +1:(fVj) '» q, i.e. -3:(Q.T)+l:(nfVj) < q.

Then if S1fVj is long, it is clear that ~T must be short. But ~fVj

is always either short or long, since by 3.6 fVj always is. So at

least one of JlT,£bfVj is short. Hence by (F) and 3.2:
(T, fVj )~ ':5 Co. T,nfVj )H -= k or 0

A Remark on Extensions in B: If eE..(Q..TiOl-,Tjl')H is not projective,

then by 3.3 r( Er)> f?> - OG and the reader will easily verify that this

implies that there exists a non-split extension TiO(.0Tjf-' of the form

Ti,oc+r(Er)~ Tj,r..-r(E1)· So by 3.7 applied to 2.4 we have:

a) If (&1Tiot JfVj)~ ;:;; 0 then up to isomorphism there is

only one extension Tioc 0 fVj namely TiOc:.Et; fVj•

b) If (0.TiC)(,fVj)~ :f 0 then there are exactly two non-

isomorphic extensions Tioc0 fVj namely:

TiC(.e fVj f5 Tioc.E& Tj ,3:-(fV.) (the split extension) and
J

Ti,<x+r(8) E& Tj,3:'(fVj)-r(6')
(6' is any non-projective map &1Tioc--,,>-fVj)

C G) •••

!:_emma3.8: For all it j; Ol there exists up to isomorphism at most

. one non-split extension Tioc0 fVj of the form

(indecomposable) e (projective) or (indecomposable)

namely:

Ti $ Tj,~+3::(fVj)':'q if and only if CX+3:'(fVj),;;>-qand i ::CO-l(j)

Ti ,0<.+3:(fVj) if and only if ()(.+3:(fVj) ~q and i + ex. :: j

where the above Qongruences (and unless otherwise specified

all the congruences in the rest of this thesis) are to be

taken mod e.

~oo!: Using (G) it is clear that these are the only possible
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extensions of the required form. The conditions given beside each
extension, are those necessary and sufficient for that extension to
exist.
Notation: We will call an extension "unique" if it is unique up to

isomorphism.
The next theorem is the fundamental connecting link between
extensions in B and B.~

Theorem 3.9: If X,YE~ are non-projective indecomposables affording
a non-projective indecomposable extension XoY, then there
exists an extension fiafY € B so that:

f(XoY) $ (projective) -= fXofY.
Proof: Reductions preserve extensions, so we may write:
(XoY)H :: f(XoY) (1) (~-projective)

:;; [fX ~ (9. -projective)] 0 [fY $ (' -projective)] •
Now a ~ -projective module in B is both Y and D-projective, and
hence by [12, 4 ..14] such modules are ::£:;; tl} -projective.
Moreover proj'ective modules over group algebras are also injective,
and so all projective "parts" in the above extensions break off into
direct sums (by injectivity). 80 we get:
(XoY)H -::!. f(XoY) ~ (projective) e (modules ~B) J

- (*):: {[n e (modules ~B)] 0 lfY G) (modules ~B)]} El) (projective)
Now if aeZ(kH) is an idempotent, then it is easy to check that:
0--.' A -+E -+B__,.O kH-exact (kH-split-exact) implies that
o _,._ As:._"...Es:.__.,.. BE -"" 0 is kH-exact (kH-split-exact).
So multiplication bye preserves extensions and direct sums.
Also X,Y,XoY are non-projective indecomposables in A, and so they
have their vertices in Jo :;;t 8 : 1< 8""DJ (remember that ~:;; \1)!).
Thus by 2.5 fX,fY,f(XoY) are all non-projective indecomposables in B.
Hence on multiplying (*) by the block idempotent of B we get:

f(XoY) Ea (projective) ~ fiofY e (projective)
So as f(XoY) is a non-projective indecomposable there exists an
extension fiofY so that:

f(XoY) a (p.rojective) '?! fXofY
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Note: fXofY is not the split extension.

Theorem ,.10: Let W be a non-projective indecomposable in !with
V = W/~ (W) simple, and suppose fW '?:t Tioc (see 2.5). Then,
a) There exists a non-projective indecomposable extension

<X + 3:'( fVj)< q and ~ + i -= j t

when f(WQVj) ?! Ti, CL +:t(fV.) ;
J

0( + -3::'(fVj)-q and i -= <o-l(j),
when f(WeVj) ";! Tj ,<X+1:'(fV.)_q •

J
b) There exists a projective indecomposable extension WoVj

if and only if <X + ±(fVj) = q and <X + i =: j, when
WoVj is a projective cover of Vj•

c) All such extensions WoVj are "unique", and satisfy
WoV j / ~(WoVj) 9EV

WoV. if and only if either
J

or

Proof: If .J.1 '11o ---'>- Vj ~ Wc V j ~ W ~ 0 defines any non-split extension,

Hence:
V. ~ (V.)l1.~ <t(WoV.).J J/- J .
W/ ~ (W) = V ••••••••••••••••••• ( *)

then it is easy to verify that

So in particular WoVj is indecomposable for all non-split WOVj ••• (**)
Now by (D),(E) and .3.7 (&hW,Vj)~ ~ (~fWtfVj)~' ~ k or o. So by 2.4:

For all j, there exists up to ispmorphism, at most one non-split
(H)••extension WoVj, and at most one non-split extension fWofVj• Also

a non-split W.Vj exists if and only if a non-split fWofVj exists.
Now C*) and (H) certainly prove part c), and indeed by C*·) and CH)
WCVj is projective indecomposable if and only if Vj ~ &Lw, i.e. if
and only if fVj ~ J1fW (use 2.5 and (E)), which is equivalent to
saying that the "unique" non-split fWofVj exists and is a projective
indecomposable. Moreover this ,result, (**) and (H) show that WOVj is
non-projective indecomposable if and only if the "unique" non-split
fWofV. exists and is not a projective indecomposable.J

Indeed by .3.9 such extensions must satisfy f(WoVj) ~(proj) ~ fWofVj.
So .3.8 now proves part a).
Finally, we know that WoVj is a projective indecomposable if and only
if fVj ~ &1fW. But a necessary and sufficient condition for this to
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hold (and hence for W~Vj to be projective indecomposable) is that
<X. +l(fVj) = q and Cl. +i == j.
Indeed it is clear that when WoVj is such a projective indecomposable
its socle 1s simple, and hence isomorphic to Vjt which says that WcVj

is a projective cover of Vj• This completes the proof of 3.10

From now on we.m~e the usual convention that Vi is defined for all
i€~ by taking i mod e. We focus attention on an arbitrary but fixed
i.

Notation: a) Wi ,will denote a projective cover of Vi.~
b) ~ i = { W G J! : W is isomorphic to a proper factor of w)
c) If T is an:y indecomposable in B with 1 ~ u ~ 1:(T);

write (T)u' (T)u respectively for the unique submodule
and factor-module of T of composition length u.

Remark: VI e Wi if and only if W is a non-projective indecomposable
with W / ~ (W) ::t Vi •

Lemma' 3.11: 04: we-W-i if and only if there exists a factor U of Wi'
a simple module Vj€~ and a non-projective indecomposable
extension UoVj such that W ~ UoVj•

Proof: If We -W-i then the existance Qf U,Vj and U.,Vj with the required
properties is trivial. So assume that W ~ UoVjt a non-projective
indecomposable extension.

1Then by 2.4a) CShU,Vj)G
C6"LU,Vj)~ ;:

* 0, and hence by (D) and 3.7a)
1Cf~U,fVj)H ~ k

So by 2.4b) W is the "unique" non-split extension of U by Vj•
Also Co.U,Vj)G f 0, so we may take X ~ Sb U ~ Wi with U/X == Vj•
Therefore Wi/i is an (indecomposable) extension of U by Vjt and hence
it is the "unique" non-split extension. So Wi/X ~ W as required.

We shall classify the elements of -&}i via integers r(i), s(i}; but
first we need the following easy lemma,
~emma 3.12: a) W tC:~i 'with (fW)l -::Sj_l and ~(fW) + ~(fV j)> q

implies that i = j.
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b) w €~i with (fW)l ~ SS-l(h) and 1:(fW) + l(fVh) ~ q
implies that i = h.

Proof: As WE..~i'
Also by (A),(D);

a) l(fW) + ~(fV.) > q, so on applying (F) to (t)with m ; j, we get
J

(W,Vj)G ~ (&'tfW,S1fVj)H

But (SL~W)l ~ (tfitfVj)l-== Sj' and hence (&1fW, &bfVj)H f 0.
Thus (W,Vj)G :f 0, i.e. i == j.
b) ~(fW) + ~(fVh) ~ q, so on applying (F) to et) with m = h, we get

(W,Vh)G ~ (fW,fVh)H

But (fW)l = (fVh)l= So-l(h)' and hence (fW,fVh)H ~ 0.
Thus (W,Vh)G F 0, i.e. i = h.

Defns: (i)p is the permutation on I = {0,1, •••,e-1} defined by
)'(i) = b-l(i) + 1.

(ii) For any integers a,b ).° set
a. "b

Yea,b) ; ~ ;t(fVnj(i» + t:
JaO.r J.'

. (If b ; ° omit the second sum).

(iii) r = rCi), s = sCi) are the smallest integers greater than
zero satisfying

~(r,O) ).q; X (O,s) " °
(iv) W€.es&i is said to be of type (a,b) if fW;: TSb(i),1(a,b).

~mma 3.13: a) For all 0'-a' r-l there exists in -W'i a "unique"
extension Pa = ViO~(i)o •••o~a(i).
Moreover each Pa is of type (a,O).

b) For all °~b ~ s-l there exists in ~i a "unique"
extension ~ = Vi OVS(i)O •••oVSb(i).
Moreover eachAb is of type (O,b).

c»)'r(i) = 68(1) = i and ~(fPr_l) = t(r-l,O) = q-l,
l(f~s_l) ; 1(O,s-l) = 1.

Rroof! a) & b): By 3.10 applied inductively there exists "unique"
indecomposable non-projective extensions of the forms Pa, 6.b•
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Moreoverthese are of types (a,O), (O,b) respectively, and 3.11

applied inductively shows that such extensions are isomorphic to

factor-modules of Wi' and hence in~.

c) Pr-l'~s-l€ &}i so on applying 3.12a) and 3.10b) with W= Pr-l we

get that pr(i) =i; and on applying 3.12b) with W= b.s-l we get that

SS(i) =L, Now"pr(i) =i means that there exists an integer m) 0 so

that -i:(fPr_l) = q-me-l.

But if fVi is long then -3:(fPr_l) ~ 3:'(fVi)+ q-e, and so m=O.

Also if fVi is short then q-ne-l +3:'(fVi) < q for all n') 1, and so

from the definition of r, bearing in mind that i = 'p~.(i), we get

that m=0 again.

Hence ~(fPr_l) = q-l, and similarly ~(f~s_l) = 1•

.Corollary 3.14: a) For all 1~ a' r-l; 1" b~ s-l there exists in ~i

"unique" extensions of the following forms,

Xa =D.s-l°J,(i)o ••• o~a(i) which is of type (a,s-l);

Yb = Pr.:..loVS(i)o••• oVSb(i) which is of type (r-l,b).

b) There exists "unique" projective indecomposable extensions

~ = ~S_lO~(i)o ••• opr(i); Ys = Pr-loVS(i)o ••• oV5s(i)'

which are projective covers of Vi' and hence isomorphic to Wi.

Proof: fPr_l ~ Ti,q_l; f~s_l ~ SS-l(i) by 3.13c).

The corollary nowfollows from inductive applications of 3.10, 3.11.

_Remark:Each of ~,Ys provide a composition series of Wi~ Xr ~ Ys'

and hence 3:'(Wi):::r +s , To examine all composition series of

Wiwe explore -W'i. Weneed the following cri tical lemma:

lemma3.1,5: If a+b<r+s then ¥(a,b) < q if and only if a(r-l;

and rea, b) "> ° if and only if b" s-l.

Uoof: (i) If a (r-l then Yea,b) 'b'(r-l, b) 'Y(r-l ,0) = q-l < q.
(ii) If b < a-L then (a,b) )<Y'(a,s-l) )1"(O,s-l) = 1 '>0.

(iii) If a ~r then b 4( s-l and hence,

Y(a,b) ).¥(r,s-l) = r(r-l,O) +Y(O~,s-l)

= q-l + 1 = q.

(iv) If b) a then a <' r-l and hence,
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N(a,b) ~~r-1,s) = ~(r-1tO) + t(O,s-l) - q as bSCi) = i
= q-1 + 1 - q = O.

Theorem 3.16: A kG-module W lies in ~i if and only if there exists
0~a~r-1; O~b' s-l such that W is of type (a,b) and
leW) = a+b+l. Moreover such a W has in ~i at most two
extensions of the form WoVj namely,
A "unique" extension Wo":Pa+1(i) of type (a+l,b) if and only if
a+l" r-l;

(J) •••
& a "unique" extension WQV6b+l(i) of type (a,b+l) if and only
if b+l ~ a-L,

Proof: Induction on leW).
If leW) = 1 then W€-hli if and only if W == Vi' i.e. if and only if
fW = fVi = Ti,¥(O,O) (by 2.5).
But this merely says that W €~ i if and only if W is of type (0,0).
Also by 3.10, 3.11 there exists in ~i at most two extensions of the
form VioVj namely:
'A "unique" extension Vi0 "':P(i)of type (1;0) if and only if
g(l,O) = 3:(fVi) + l(fV}>(i» < q L,e. if and only if 1 ~ r-l (by 3.15)
& a "unique" extension ViOV6(i) of type (0,1) if and only if
~(O,l) = ~(fVi) + ~(fV6(i» - q > O~.e. if and only if l~ s-l (by
3.15) •
This proves the theorem for ~(W) = 1.
So now assume inductively that it is true for ~(W) = n.
Let W' be a kG-module with ~(W') = n+l.
Then W' E -W'i if and only if there exists W €~i with leW) = n and a
non-projective indecomposable extension of the form WoVj with
Wt ~ WoV. (see 3.11).a
Now by induction such W 's are precisely those of type (a,b) for some
o s a {;r-l; °(;b c s-l with a+b+l = leW) = n,

Moreover their extensions in ~i of the form WeVj are given
inductively by (J).

Hence W'E ~i if and only if W' is isomorphic to one of these
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extensions WoVj, i.e. if and only if fW' ~ f(WoVj) for one of these
extensions WoVj (by 2.5).
Hence by induction W' E.e&i if and only if

{
-TSbC.) ~( 1 b) for some O~a+l~ r-l; O~b~s-l with a+b+l=n ORfW' ~ a j , a+,
Tob+l(i),Y(a,b+l) for some O~a~r-l; O~b+l~s-l with a+b+l=n

i.e. if and only if fW' ""TSbCi), (Ca,b) for some 0 ~ a ~ r-l; 0 ~ b ~ s-l
with a+b+l = n-i-L = -3:CW')•
Moreover by 3.10, 3.11 such a W' has in~i at most two extensions of
the form W '0Vj namely:
.A "unique" extension W'o ':Pa+l(i) of type (a+l,b) if and only if
O(a+l,b) = ~(fwt) +:t(fVpa+l(i)) < q, i.e. if and only if
a+l ~ r-l (by 3.15);
&, a "unique" extension WtaVsb+l(i) of type Ca,b+l) if and only if
O'Ca,b+l) = ~(fW') +-t(fVob+l(i)) - q >0, i.e. if and only if
b+l ~ s-l (by 3.15).
This completes the induction ruldhence proves 3.16.
To apply these results to find the structure of Wi we need to account
for multiplicities. This is done by:
Lemma 3.17: Let W,U be factor-modules of Wi. Then W ~ U if and only

if W =U.
Proof: Induction on ~(W) = ~(U).
As Wi/~(Wi) ~ Vi' the lemma is trivial for ~(W) = :t(U) = 1.
So assume inductively that the lemma is true for factors of length n.
Let wt ,U' be factors of Wi with -3::(W')= ~(ut) = n+l and W' ~ Ut.
Then there exists j EoI and factors W,U:of Wi so that:

a) W' is an extension of W by a copy of Vj,
b) u' is an extension of U by a copy of Vj,
c) W ~ U.

So W,U are factor-modules of Wi of composition length n, and hence by
induction W =t U implies that VI= u.
Thus W' and U' are both extensions of W by copies of Vj•
But.by (A),(D) and 3.7
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( si«, Vj)'G ~ (Sl.w , Vj)~ ~ (f&laW ,fVj)~ ':f k
So Q,w has only one copy of Vj in its "head", which means that only
one extension WCVj is a factor-module of Wi. Thus W' :::ut.
Theorem 3.18: a) There exists a one-to-one correspondence between

the set of all proper factor-modules of Wi and the set
{(a,b) : O(a(r-l; o<b~s-ll, which is given by:
W ~ (a,b) if and only if W is of type (a,b).

b) If Wab denotes the unique submodule of Wi so that Wi/Wab is
of type (a,b) then the full submodule lattice of Wi is of the
shape given in Figure 1.

c) Wil WOO 9! Vi' W -;;;V. ,r-l,s-l a
W /W ::: vpaCi) for all 1 ~ a s r-l; °~b ~ s-l,a-l,b ab
Wa,b-ll Wab ::: VSb(i) for all ° (a ('r-l; l~ b~ s-i ,

d) Wr-l,O and WO,s-l
e) Wr-l ,0()WO,s-l ~ Vi

are both uniserial submodules of Wi.
and Wr-l,O + WO,s-l :::g?(Wi).

f) (Wr-l,o ; WO,S-l) is the unique pair of submodules of Wi
satisfying d) and e)•

.troof: a) For all 1,(h < r-l, -3::(fVi) + j:(f':_oh(i»~ l(r-l,O) :::q-l and
for all 1 (j ,s-l, :.1:'(fVi):--3::(fVSj(i»).¥(O,s-l) + q :::qs-L,

Hence ~h(i) * VSj(i) for all such h,j •••••••••••••••••••••••• (*)

Now if W is a proper factor-module of Wi' then by 3.16 there exists
°~a< z--L,°~b' s-l so that VIis of type (a,b). Moreover it follows
easily from (*) and (J) that (a,b) is unique.
Hence the map which sends W to (a,b) is well-defined, and 3.16, 3.17
show it to be the required one-to-one correspondence.
b),c) These both follow from 3.16 and a).
d) This is immediate from Figure 1.
e) Using (*), Wr_l,OOWO,s_l 9! Vi; and hence:
i"(Wr_l,o + WO,s-l) :::-3::(Wr_l,O)+ -3::(WO,s_l)- -1:(Wr-l,o(\WO,S_l) :::r+s-l

Thus -3::'(Wr_1,0+ WO,s-l) :::-3::(q,(Wi»tand so Wr-1,0 + WO,s-l :::~(Wi).
f) This is clear from Figure 1.
~olla:ry 3.19: (i) For a fixed i E. It Wi is uniserial if'and only if'
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either rei) :::1 or sCi) :::1, or equivalently if and only if

~(fVi) :::q-l or 1.

(ii) If Wi is uniserial for all i E. I, then either 8 :::1 or'p::: 1

(1 being the identity permutation on I). Moreover:

In the case S :::1, B is (q,e)-uniserial and fV. is simple for~ ~

all i e I.

In the case ji » 1, ~ is (q,e)-uniserial and .Q,fVi is simple for

all i E. I.

Proof: (i) This follows from Figure 1.

(ii) Suppose that Wi is uniserial for all i E. I.

Thenby (i) 3:'(fVi) :::q-l or 1 for all i E. I.

Henceif e :::1, then trivially either 5::: 1 or'p::: 1.

So assume that e > 1.
Nowif there exists j le I with -l'(fVj) :::q-l, then (fVj_l)l ':!:! (fVj)l'

which gives (fVj_l,fVj)H f O.

Hence if -l'(fVj_l) :::1, then by (A) and (D)

(Vj -1 'Vj) G :?t ( Vj-l 'Vj )~ ~ (fVj-l ' fVj )~ ~ (fVj-1 ' fVj )H to,

and therefore j-l:; j modet implying e:::1, a contradiction.

So -l'(fVj) :::q-l implies -l'(fVj_l) :::q~l.

But j €. I was arbitrary, so by induction we get that:

.a:-(fVj) :::q-l implies ~(fVj-m) :::q-l for all me 'lZ, so that certainly

.a:-(fVi) :::q-l for all i e. I.

Thus there exists only two possibilities, namely,

a) 3:'CfVi):::1 for all ie. I, which implies that 0::: 1, OR

b) ~(afVi) :::1 for all i ~ I, which implies that.p :::1.

Supposefirstly that case a) holds. Then if we look at any fixed i

We get that:

>1(0, b) >0 if and only if b' s-l implies s::: sCi) :::1, and

Y(a,o) < q if and only if a, r-1 implies r::: rei) :::q-1.

Also 5::: 1 gives pCi) :: i + 1 for all i e I.

But whenr::: q-l, s:::1 and paCi):: i + a for all i€ I, a~O, the
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lattice structure of each Wi given in Figure 1 reduces to:

Vi V. 1 V. 2 V. ~ V. 1~+ ~+ ~ ~+q-• • • • •
Wi WOO WIO W20 W 0q-2,0

This shows that !a is (q,e)-uniserial (with fVi simple for all i).
Now suppose that case b) holds. Then we can similarly show that the
following hold for all i E I,

s(i) = q-1, r(i) = 1, 8(i) ::i + 1
But when r = 1, s = q-l and ob(i):: i + b for all i € I, b'?;0, the
lattice structure of each Wi given in Figure 1 reduces to:

Vi V. 1 V. 2 V. ~ V. 1~+ ~+ ~ ~+q-
• • • • •

Wi WOO WOl· W02 VI 0O,q-2

This shows that B is (q,e)-uniserial (with ~fVi simple for all i)•
"'"
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e 4 The Proof Of The Main Theorem

Throughout this chapter we will work with the situation

described in ~1 under the heading "hypothesis". Hence since D is
t

cyclic we ma:ywrite D = <0> and then on setting 0t ="Op we get

that Dt =<0t >- for all t e to, 1, ••• ,d-l}. Wewill firstly consider

an arbitrary but fixed t in this range 0 -' t ~ d=L,
,...., ,.._, __,

Notation: a) Set Nt = Nt/Dt, Ct = Ct/Dt' D = D/Dt etc •••

b) For each n € Nt define an integer Zt(n), which is unique mod

pd-t, so that n-l 0t n = 0t Zt(n). Also set I\(n) = zt(n)lk

which defines the "natural" linear representation TG. of Nt

over k , For all i £. 'lZ let ITt i be a kNt-module affording 1\t i.

Lemma4.1: If we regard kDt as a kNt-module with Nt acting by

conjugation, then for all h) 0:

ITth ';;t kDt<0t - l)h / kDt<0t _ l)h+l

Proof: From kDt > kDi;<0t - 1) ";> ••• '> kDt<0t - 1) IDtl = 0, it

follows that dim [kDt( 0t - l)h / kDt( 0t - l)h+l] = 1 for all h ~O.

Also for each n € Nt:

~ "bt - l)hJn = (n-lot n - l)h = (Ot zt(n) _ l)h

<0t - l)h.( 0tzt(n)-l + ••• + l)h=

Thus

- (Ot - l)h. Zt(n)h

- l)h / kDt( 0t - l)h+l

mod kDt<0t - l)h+l

haffords T\t ' for all h )0.

Lemma4.2: If Wis a projective kNt-module then for all h') 0

W/W<0t - 1) ® kDt<0t - l)h / kDt<0t - l)h+l

~ W(0t - l)h / W<0t - l)h+l

Proof: WDtis projective, and hence free. So we may select a kDt-

basis for it, say {w'A : A E: A} •
Also let {ui : i € I} be a k-basis of kDt' arranged so that there

exists a sequence I = IoJ II ::> ••• , with {ui : i e. Ih} a k-basis

of kDt( 0t - l)h for all h ')O. Wecan also arrange that 10' II = \. I).

Now.it is clear that each W<0t - 1)h / W(0t - 1)h+l has as a
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k-basis {wl ui + wC "t - 1)h+l : ')E: 1\., i e Ih" Ih+l} •
Hence there is a k-isomorphism,
1> : W/WC 0t - 1) ® kDtC 0t - l)h /kDtC 0t - l)h+l

--+ wC 0t - l)h /wC 0t _ l)h+l

[w) + wC 0t - l)J ® [Ui + kDtC 0t - 1)h+1J 1--1o-w'Aui + WC 0t - l)h+l

Indeed this is a kNt-isomorphism,
~1n + WC 0t - l)J 0 [uin + kDtC 0t

since for all ne.Nt,
1)h+1J n WC ~t _ l)h+l- 1----7- w)_n•ui + v

= (w'Aui)n + WC 0t - l)h+l

,:Lemma4.3: a) wC 0t - l)h Iwc 0t - l)h+l .::! W/wC 1>t - 1) ® TIth
for all O~ h , IDtl-l.

b) kNt .~ kNt/kNtC 0t - 1).
Proof: a) is an iwnediate corollary to 4.2 and b) is straightforward.

We now look at the blocks btl and Bt, which are defined in € 1.
Lemma 4.4: a) If T is any kNt-module in Bt, then there exists a

kCECt)-module J with JCtE btl and JNt ~ T.
b) Conversely if J is any k(ECt)-module with JCtE htl then

T = JNt lies in Bt.
c) In both cases T is indecomposable (simple) if and only if J

is indecomposable (simple).
Proof: Nt acts transitively on {etl, •••,etnt1 with ECt the
stabiliser of etl• Hence there exists a right transversal xl' •••'~

t
X·of Nt by ECt so that Qtj = Qtl J for all j. Thus in Z(kCt) we have

an orthoganol decomposition et = etlXl + ••• + etlXnt ••••••• (*)

a) Set J = T~l; this is a kCEat)-module with JC €. btl.
n n.; t

N N t x.----U X.J t = ~ CT~l) J = ,p T.etl J = T£t = T.J=l J=l
b) (J <!>xj)etlXj = J®Xj
Hence (J «> Xj )et = J lZIXj
that JNt• ~t = JNt i.e.
c) This is trivial.

Also

for all j, since Jetl = J.
for all j (use (*) above), which implies
NJ t e. Bt.

Lemma 4.,5: Let X. be any faithful linear representation of Eat/et
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and let kj be a k(ECt)-module corresponding to 'X,j for all j €. 7l,

Suppose also that btl contains (up to isomorphism) a unique
simple kCt-module, say F.
Then there exists a simple kCEet)-module J, so that on writing

for each j €. rzz, the following all hold:
J. is simple
J

b) FEet ~ Jo e
for all j E: 7.6.

·.. e Je-l•
c) For any j,j'~ 7Z; Jj ~ Jjt if and only if j = j' mod e.
d) If J* is any simple k(Eet)-module with CJ*)Ct € btl' then

J * ?i Jh for some 0 ~ h « e-l.

Proof: The techniques needed to prove 4.5 are well known and can be
found in [1, p ,31] for example.

90rollary 4.6: Suppose again that btl contains a unique simple Cup to
isomorphism). Then,
a) The number of isomorphism classe$ of simple kNt-modules in

Bt is e.
b) If S is any simple kNt-module in Bt, with Sj ::;s®rrtj for

all j € 7.6; the modules So, •••,Se_l form a full set of
simples in Bt with Sj+e ~ Sj for each integer j.

Proof: Take kl ::;TItlECt and hence Jj ::;J ®!It j J Eet in 4.5, which
Shows that:
Jj.+e ~ Jj. for each j E: tls , with J0' ••• ,Je-l a full set of the}

•• (* *)
Simple k(~Ct)-modules which on restriction to Ct lie in btl .
Now take any simple kNt-module S in Bt. Then by 4.4 and (**) above,
there exists 0" h < e-l with S ::f JhNt.

. N' . N
FOr each integer j set Sj;:; S CI!It J :! Jh t 0 ITtJ ~ (Jh ® TItJ b~Ct) t

::; J
h

,Nt
+J

The corollary now follows by again applying 4.4 to C**).

We can now prove our main theorem stated in e I by induction on IGr.
Corollary 4.6 is vital 1;;0 the proof.

CASE G ::; N , B ::; Bo
o -

If T is a projective indecomposable in Bo then
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T/92(T) is completely reducible and so D~ No acts trivially on it.
Hence ~ (T) )-rI'( 0 - 1).
But every indecomposable component of T/T( '0 - 1) can be regarded as a
kNo-module in a block of defect group 1 = n. Thus T/T( '0 - 1) is
completely reducible, and so T( '0 - 1) ~ ~ (T).
Therefore S = T/ ~ (T) = T/T( '0 - 1) is simple.
So T > T( '0 - 1) > •.• > T( "0 - l)q = 0 is a composition series
with T( ()- l)h / T( '0 - l)h+l ~ S ® no h for all 0 ~ h~ q-l.
(Hence dim T = q.dim S)
Lemma 4.7: a) If S is any simple in Bo' set Sj = S 0 n~ j for all j € 7Z

Then So, •••,Se_1 is a full set of simples in Bo' and for each
integer j, S. ~ S .•J+e J

b) For all j e 7Z, let Tj be a projective cover of Sj. Then each
Tj has a unique composition series, namely

Tj '> Tj( '0 - 1) > ... > Tj( -0 - l)q = 0

where TjC '0 - l)h / Tj< " - l)h+l =: Sj+h for all 0 c h~ q-l
Proof: a) Because D = Do is in ZCCo) the natural k-algebra epimorphism
kCo _,..kCo sends eol E: Z(kCo) to a primitive idempotent ~l € Z(kCo)'
see [15, p.390]. Moreover the kCo-bloCk corresponding to ~l (which we

-.." ,...,will call bol) has defect group 1 = D, and hence it contains a unique
simple (up to isomorphism). But D $ Co acts trivially on every simple
in bol' and so the simples of bOl can be identified with the simples

__,
in Pol. So up to isomorphism bol contains exactly one simple.
Hence by 4.Ga) Bo contains exactly e classes of simple kNo-modules,
and these are of the required form by 4.Gb).
b) Let s denote the dimension of the simples in Bo (an invariant).
Suppose that X is a submodule of a fixed T .•. J
Choose h >0 so that Tj< b ....l)h-l f X but Tj( '0 - l)h.(.X.

Then from Tj/X > (Tj/X)( '0 - 1) > ••• > (Tj/X)( '0 - l)h = 0
it follows that dim (Tj/X) ) hs, i.e. dim X ~ (q-h)s.

h hBut Tj< d - 1) ~ X and dim TjC 0 - 1) = (q-h)s
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hHence X = Tj< '0 - 1) •

But we have already shown that Tj has a composition series of the form
Tj ')Tj< 0 - 1)- ••• '> Tj< 0 l)q = 0, which has f'acbor-s

Tj< '0 - l)h / Tj( -0 - l)h+l ~ Sj+h for all 0 ~ h~q-l.
Thus this is the unique composition series of Tj' as required.

Corollary 4.8: The main theorem is true for G = N , B = B •0....., 0

Proof: It suffices to show that Bo is special (q,e)-uniserial (with
respect to D = Do); and this follows from 4.7

Here we are assuming inductively
that the theorem is true for all

groups of order less than INti. Now if j < t satisfies Nj <. Nt then
this induction hypothesis shows that Bj is'special (q,e)-uniserial
(with respect to Dj). Hence in order to prove the theorem for this
case, it suffices to show that Et is special (q,e)-uniserial (with

CASE G = Nt' B - Bt (1' t<.d-l)""',

respect to Dt).
Now as in the case G = No, etl E Z(kCt) yields a primitive.

idempotent e;l E. Z(kOt), see [15, p.390]. Moreover the kat-block ~l
___, '"corresponding to etl has defect group D, and by a trivial calculation

e(et '~l) = 1 (see (1, p.27)) • ~

So as lOti< INti we may apply induction and hence certainly deduce
that btl contains only one simple (up to isomorphism). But Dt~Ct acts
trivially on every simple in btl' and so the simples in btl can be

....._
identified with the simple$ in btl. So btl contains a unique simple
(up to isomorphism).
Thus by 4.6a) B~ .containsexactly e classes of simple kNt-modules.
Let V be any simple in Bt, then 4.6b) now shows that on setting
Vj = V ® ITtj for all j e:: 'll; V0' ••• ,Ve_l is a full set of simples in
Bt with V. ~ V; for each j.;)+e u

Notation: As Dt ~ Nt regard these
,..,,""', tSet q = D = P

,..,
simple ~~t-modules as kNt-modules.

"..;

and write N = NNt(Dt-l/~t)
...., -Let f be the Green correspondence Nt ___".N.
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Lemma 4.9: a) For all j €'LZ, there exists a 1-1 correspondence between

the submodu1es of VN and t~e submodules of (Vj)N' which is
given by L +--')- Lj = L <8 TItJ IN.

Nb) For every subgroup S of N, L is S~projective if and only if L.
J

is S-projective.
Proof: a) Obvious, since IItj is one-dimensional with Vj ~ V®ITtj.

,...,gl, •••,gs be a right transversal of N by S, and write 1L, 1L.,Jfor the identity maps on L, Lj' ITtj respectively.
b) Let
lIT j
t

Suppose firstly that L is S-projective.
s

Then there exists oz € (L,L)S so that 1L = ~
:l..\

But this implies 1L. = t gi....1(0(. ® 1ITtj)gitJ .i...,

-1 ,_gi ~ gi·
which shows that Lj

is S-projective.
Conversely if Lj is S-projective we can similarly show that
Lj® ITt-j ~ L is S-projective.
Corollary 4.10: For all j E?Z, fVj

and ShfVj

~ fV ® ITtj hp
~ tlLfV0 ITtj IN.

Lemma 4.11: If II denotes the natural kN-modu1e, then II = IIt/N
Proof: Let N denote the inverse image of Nt and suppose II affords
the natural representation 1T defined:for all n ~ N by .n(il) = z(n)lk
where zen) is an integer satisfying n-1 0t_l n == 0t_1 zen) mod Dt
So for some m €?lt n-1'O n = '0 zen) '0 mt-1 t-1· t

i.e.

n-1 ..,. p n =....,.. pz(n) ~ pmUt_1 Ut_l • Ut
n-la n ="0 (z(n) + pm)

t t

Hence we have

But for all n € N, the natural representation 1Tt of Nt over k
satisfies 1Tten) = Zt(n)1k where Zt(n) is any integer so that
n-l 0t n = 0t Zt(n)•
Hence it follows that Zt(n) - zen) + pm mod pd-t, for all ne N.
S01\t(n) =Tf(n) for all neN, i.e. IT ~ ITtli.
Remark: On applying 4.11 to 4.10 we get that for all j~?l,

N.:: fV ®n j and &..fV. ~ J1fV ®rr j
J J
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b.ere for each integer j, ITj is a leN-module affording 11j•
"""" "VNotation: Let Bt be a kNt-block of defect group D corresponding to a

,..._, .....primitive component of the idempotent Et E Z(kNt) arising from
et t Z(kNt)·
Choose the simple module V so that V €Bt, and set e = e(i'ft,Et)•

,..., - ....,Finally let B be the unique kN-block of defect group D so that
rJ

""BNt = B"""t·
,_, ,..,Now by induction the main theorem is true for (Nt,Bt). 80 in

particular Et contains exactlye classes of simples, B is special
(q,e)-uniserial (with respect to Dt_l/Dt) and fV/~(fV) is a simple

,.._,
in B.
Write 8 = fV/ ~(fV) and for each j E rzz, set 8j = 8 ® ffj •

""Then since II is one-dimensional, it follows that for each j,
8j = 80rrj = (fV/.4?(fV)) ® ilj S! (fV®nj )/( ~(fV)®fij )

=
.....,

Now since B is special (q,e)-uniserial 8o, •••,8~_1 is a full set of
,...,simples in B.

In particular since 8j =
....indecomposable in B for all j e 'ZZ. ."* •"" f'IW ~Now for the Green correspondence (Nt'Bt) ~ (N, B) notice

. 2€ = {15 x (\D : x E:Nt" N} = {I}, and hence eA = t 8 :
that the set
1<8,"15}.

So we can apply 2.5 to each Vj (the Vj are non-projective since every
fV. :f:. 0, and so they each have vertex in ~ )•

J
"" ,....,This tells us that for all j E rzz, Vj ~ Bt since fVj €: B.

But Vo, •••,Ve_l are distinct simples, and so it follows from this that
,...,
e = e.
Moreover since this implies that every simple in Bt, when regarded as

"" I!Va kNt-module, lies in Bt; it is clear that the idempotent evt must be
"'"the block idempotent of Bt-

Hence to summarise, we have shown that Vo, •••,Ve_l is a full
"..,,..., ,..,_,set of simples in the kNt-block Bt corresponding to ~t. Moreover for

each j, fVj / ~ (fVj) ~ 8j ..
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,.., ~

So if we again apply induction to (Nt,Bt) we can now deduce that

there exists a permutation 8 of I :: {O,l, ••• ,e-l} so that for all

i € I, ~ (fVi) '= S6-1(i).

Moreover if either .j:(fVi) :: q-l for all i E I or -3:'(fVi) :: 1 for all

i Eo I, then Bt is ('(L e)-uniserial (with respect to the labelling

Vo,••• ,Ve_l of simples).

Howeverwe knowfrom the remark on page 27 that there exists a fixed

integer m>0 so that -l'(fVj) :: m for all j €. rzh. This gives two cases:

(i) Suppose that m ~ q;2.
I"V

Then if e:: 1 3.6 shows that -3:"(fV):: 1 and hence Bt is (q,l)-uniserial.

So assume now that e>l.· By Schur's lemma, (A),(D), and (F) we have,

0:: (V1'Va) ....., ~ (V1'Va)': ..., (fV1,fV0 )~ ..., (fV1 ' fVo).-v
Nt Nt N N

But clearly (fVl,fV 0)'N f 0 unless m::1.
"'"So ~(fVj) :: 1 for all j, which means that Bt is (q,e)-uniserial (with

respect to the labelling V0' •••. 'Ve_l of simples) and that fVj ';!. Sj

for all integers j.

(ii) Suppose that m >q/2.

Then if e:: 1 3.6 shows that -3:'(fV):: q-l and hence Bt is (q,l)-uniserial.

So assume now that e)-le By Schur's Lemma,(A),(D), and (F) we have,

0:: (Vl, V0)"'" ..., (Vl' Vo)~ '=! (fVl,fVo): == <~fVl ,&4fVo)"""~ . ~ N N
But clearly (&1fVl,.Q,fVo)N' 4: 0 unless m::q-l.

So -3:'(fVj):: q-l for all j, which means that Et is (q,e)-uniserial

(with respect to the labelling Vo,••• ,Ve_l of simples) and that

61fVj ~ Sj for all integers j •
......, ...,

_Qorollary 4.12: St ~Z(kNt) is always primitive and the. corresponding
"" ,...., N

kNt-block Bt is (q,e)-uniserial with respect to the labelling

Vo,••• ,Ve_l of simples.

Nowreturn to the block ~. For each j € 7b 1et Wj € Bt be a
rv

projective cover of Vjt and write Wj:: Wj/Vlj( 0t - 1).
tV

Then WoEl) ••• (:l1 We_l is a component of kNt• But kNt ~kNt/ kNt<'Ot - 1)

by 4.3b), and so if we regard the ~ as kNt-modules, it follows that
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'"V '"\../ ""W ~ ~ W is a component of kNt•ow ••• qJ e-l

for all j. Hence up to isomorphism
,...., rv ~the e projective indecomposables in Bt are Wo, •••,We_l• So by 4.12

,...., rVeach kNt-module Wj has a unique composition series, namely:

-------40
V·"'l~V.J+q- JVj.-----='----_-----_ .

V. 1J+

Hence since by 4.3a) Wj< {)t -
for all O~j~e-l; O~h<IDtl,

l)h /Wj< ()t _ l)h+l ~
and since Vj = V ® TItj

for all j E 'lZ, it follows that each Wj has a composition series,

•
~ v.

J
V.
J

• 0----4 0

rJSo since V was an arbitrary simple in Bt,and hence in Bt, it will
follow that Bt is special (q,e)-uniserial (with respect to Dt) if we
can show that each Wj is uniserial (has a unique composition series).
We will now prove this vital result.

Firstly recall that btl contains (~p to isomorphism) a unique
simple kCt-module, F say. Let W be a projective cover of F.
Then wECt is projective with a factor-module FECt s Jo ~ ••• e Je_l
where {Jo, •••,Je_l} is a full set of the simple k(ECt)-modules J

that satisfy JCtE btl (see 4.5).
Hence it follows that wECt ~ Zo e ... ~ Ze_l where Zj is a projective
cover of Jj and (Zj)Ct ~ W for all j = O,l, •••,e-l. Thus:
If W is uniserial then Zj is uniserial for all j •••••••••••••••• (*)

Moreover, by 4.4 {_Wj= ZjNt : j = 0,1, •••,e-l} is a full set of
projective indecomposable kNt-modules in Bt, and:

Zj is uniserial for all j if and only if Wj is uniserial for all j
•••".•••••••••••• (*.)

Hence from (*) and (**) it is sufficient to show that W is uniserial.
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The methods used below to prove this are due toG. Michler, who has
kindly given me permission to publish them here.
Notation: Let A = CtlkCt (the block ideal corresponding to btl)' and

notice that any kCt-module in btl can be regarded as a (right)
A-module.
Also if R is any ring and if mEn, m ~l, we will denote the
ring of all m x m matrices over R by Rm.

Now as btl contains (up to isomorphism) a unique projective
indecomposable W, A (when regarded as a right kCt-module) is a direc~
sum of n copies of W for some n e 'lb, n ~ 1. Hence by the .f'amoua

V/edderburn-Fitting theorem, A ?! Ln where L = EndA(W) = (W,W)C and
tL is a local k-algebra.

Defn: A k-algebra R is said to have finite type if there exists (up to
isomorphism) only finitely many indecomposable R-modules.

Lemma 4.13: a) For a fixed m € n, m~ 1; if ~ is of finite type then
R is also of finite type.

b) If R is of finite type, so too is every homomorphic image of R.
Proof: Left as an easy exercise.

Lemma 4.14: L = EndA(W) is of finite ~ype.
Proof: If M is any indecomposable A-module, then M lies in btl and
hence is D-projective. Thus M is a component of UCt for some
.indecomposable kD-module U (see 1).4]).But kD is of finite type, and
hence it follows that A (= Ln) is of finite type. Thus by 4.13a) L is
of finite type.

Now let J = Jac(L) (the Jacobson radical). Then as L is local,
L/J is a division k-algebra, and hence as k is algebraically closed,
L/J ~ k. Now J/J2 is a two-sided L-module that is annihilated on both
sides by J. Thus every k-subspace of J/J2 is a two-sided submodule of
J/J2•
LeIllIna4.15: dimk (J/J2) = 1.
Proof: Certainly dimk (J/J2) >0 since otherwise we 'wou'Ld have
J = J2 = 0 implying L ~ kand A simple, which would mean that btl had
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defect zero, contradicting d '> O. So suppose now that dimk (J/J2) > 1.

Let L = L/J2 and J = J/J2•

Then J is an ideal of L and every k-subspace of J is an ideal of L.

But J has a subspace of co-dimension 2, N say, and hence L has a

homomorphic image L * = LIN of dimension 3 which has a k-basis {I ,a, b}
that satisfies a2 = ab = ba = b2 = O.
NowL* is not of finite type since for all m€ 7Z, m~ 1 there is a

2m-dimensional indecomposable representation defined by:

[
0 1m]a ~ ,
o 0

rO I +Jb 1-+ Lo om

where 0 is the mx m zero matrix, 1mis the mx m"identity matrix,

and 1m+ is the mx mmatrix with l' s down the superdiagonal

and zeros elsewhere.

But this implies by 4.13b) that L is not of finite type, contradicting

4.14.

Hence dimk (J/J2) = dimk (J) = 1.

Nowpick oc€ J" J2• Then the right L-module 0(L satisfies

J2 < 0( L+ J2 (. J

Thus by 4.15 ~L + J2 = J. But J2 = ~~(J) is redundant in any set of

generators of J , and so ex.L = J.

Similarly by considering the left L-module LCl, we can show that

LO(. = J.
Hence since Jac(A) = Jac(Ln) = Jn, if we set c = ex. In € Ln, we see that

cA = Ac = J = Jac(A)n
So by {).6, theorem 1] A is "generalised uniserial", which means that

Wis uniserial.

This completes the proof of the main theorem for G=Nt' ~ = Bt
(l~t~d-l).

Part (i) of the main theorem is true, by

induction applied to (Nd_l,Bd_l).

Hence it remains to prove (ii).
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Set H = Nd-1• Then in this set-up ;t = { nX n D : x € G " H 1= tIl.
So the block B is as described in e3, which contains all the

""information that is necessary to prove the second part of the main
theorem.

This completes the induction and hence the proof of all parts of
the main theorem.

'.
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Footnotes
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(1) on page 2: For the special case when d = 1, Feit (in unpublished
notes) was the first person to prove, without using
ordinary character theory, that ~ contains exactly e
isomorphism classes of simple kG-modules. The first
person to prove this result in the general case without
using character theory was G. Michler (in a paper
shortly to be published). I am grateful to Prof.
Michler for allowing me to reproduce some of his work
in §4 of part A.
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PART B NON - PROJECTIVE INDECO:MPOSABLES IN A BLOCK WITH A

CYCLIC DEFECT GROUP

e 1 Introduction

Throughout this part of the thesis, we will be studying the
following situation,
!l;ypothesis:~ is a kG-block with cyclic defect group D of order q=pd
(d~l). Dd_l is the unique subgroup of D of order p, H ~ NG(Dd_l) and
C = CG(Dd_l).
Let B be the unique kH-block of defect group D with BG = B, and let b

I1U

be any kC-block of defect group D with bG = ~. EC will denote the
stabiliser in H of b and Eb the k(EC)-block corresponding to b.
Finally set e = e(G,B) = IEC : Cl, which by [3, (1.1) and 1.4J divides
p-l.

In the introduction to part A, we have already mentioned how
R. Brauer in [1] described the ordinary character theory of such a
block B for the special case when d=l, and how E. C. Dade ([3])

N •

extended these results to the general case. Indeed by making essential
use of Dade's results, H. Kupisch ([l~] and [12J) and G. J. Janusz
(~J), working independently, examined all the indecomposable
kG-modules in B and obtained information about their structures.

tV

In part A ([13J) we investigated the projective indecomposables
in such a block B using purely modular techniques. In particular no

tV

character theory was used at all, and the information obtained was
sufficiently detailed to enable the complete submodule lattice of
these projective indecomposable kG-modules to be described.

As a result of this, if W is any (fixed) projective indecomposable
in ~, then the factor-modules of W are completely determined by a set
of co-ordinates (a,b). The aim of this part is to generalise the
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techniques used in ~3J to get a detailed description of the
non-projective indecomposable kG-modules in B via co-ordinates of

I'V

the form (ijal,bl; ••• ;am,bm).
The main tools used in this work are the "Green correspondence"

and the extension functor "&t". A knowledge of [13J is essential as
the results and notation developed there will be used frequently.

I would like to thank sincerely my Ph.D. supervisor J. A. Green
whose ideas and inspiration have been a great help to me throughout.

Before stating in detail the main theorem to be proved here, we
need to recall some results from ~3J and introduce sqme new
definitions.

Firstly recall that in the situation described by the hypothesis
above, B is special (q,e)-uniserial (with respect to Dd_l) : see
[13, € 1]. Indeed if we adopt the usual notation TiOG, Ti' Si for
the indecomposable kH-modules in B and if the Green correspondence
(G,;§)~ (H,B) is denoted by f (see ~ 2), then the main theorem in
[13J proves the following r-esul,t of Green:

B contains (up to isomorphism) exactly e simple kG-modules, which
I'V

can be labelled V0' ••• ,Ve_l so that for all 0 ~ j~ e-l,
fV ·Iit-. (fV.) ~ S;J ~ J u

I\'~oreoverthere exists a permutation 8 of I = {O,l, •••,e-l} so that
for all 0 ~ j ( e-l,

Lj(fVj) = So-l(j)
Let p be the permutation of I defined by p(j) ;: &-l(j) + 1 mod e.
Then, as in [13J, 6 and f play an important role.
Defns: a) ~ = (alt•••,am) and b = (bl,•••,bm) will denote m-vectors

over 7l (m~l).
b) A co-ordinate is a triple c = (ij!,b) = (i;al,bl; ••• ;am'bm)

for any i E I, !, E_.
c) For a fixed co-ordinate c =(i;!,E_) define

il = L, it+l = b-bt+l f~ +l(it) 1",t< m



m
and set ..r(c) = m + 21 (B..t+bt)t=l

: the length of c.

d) A kG-moduleU is said to be n-headed if U/~(U) is a direct

sum of n simple kG-modules and n~footed if ~(U) is a direct

sumof n simpl e kG-modules. (U/ ~ eU), Z(U) are often called

the head and foot of U respectively.)

Wecan now state our main theorem about the block~, in which ~

is a full set of non-projective indecomposable kG-modules in ~.

THEOREM:There exist positive integers r( i) ,s( i) (0 ~ i ~ e -L) so that
00

if we set -9 - u ~m where,m=l
~m:: {C=(i;§;;,,£) : O~i~e-l; O~B..t~r(it) -2+0tm,(1)

1- 5tl ~ bt ~ s(it) - 1 for all 1~ t ~ m}

then:

a) There is a 1-1correspondence between the sets 1 and §.-
(Viewill write W IV c if W € 1 and c € ~ correspond.)

b) If I :: \~I :: (q-l)e, and hence ~ contains (up to isomorphism)

exactly qe indecomposable kG-modules.

Moreover for a fixed W ~ of, if W tV C €. ~m then:

c) ~(W)= ~(c).

d) W/~(W) ~ ViI Q\ ••• e Vim '.

(The correspondence between l-headed W's and ~l is exactly

that defined in [13, 3.l8J.)

e) If ~ (w) :: tVSbl(i
l
) , ••• ,VSbm(i

m
)' 'J,am(i

m
)} when bl,am f 0

{V8b2(i2),···,V8bm(im),~B,n(im)} when bl =0, am-:fO

{V6bl(i1)'···' VSbm(i
m
)} when bl -:/:0, am=0

{VSb2(i2)'··.' Vsbm(i
m
)} when bl = al ::0, m) 2

{Vi} when c = (i;O,O) € ~1

then Z (W) = Le V
. Ve-!,{VV)

f) The head and foot of Ware multiplicity-free (this was first

proved by Janusz in [9] and Kupisch in [12]). Also Wis

m-headed and mt-footed, where ms L )m'~m-l and m,mt~q/2.
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g) Set at' =r(it) -~ -2, bt' = s(it) -bt -Stl for all l~ t~m

and define a new co-ordinate ~c as follows:

S1c = (pam+l(im);am',o;am_l',bm'; ••• ;al',b2';0,bl')

if am' r(im) - 2, bl ~ s(il) - 2;

( c bm+61 (. ). , b ,. . a ' b r , Obi)
o m ~m' am-I'm ' ••• , 1 • 2 ' , 1

if am=r(im) -1, bl ~ s(il) - 2;

(Pam+l(i ). '0' , b ,. . a ' b ')m tam ' t am-I'm ' ••• , 1 ' 2
if am« r(im) - 2, bl = s(il) - 1;

b .
( 8 m(im);am_l' ,bm'; ••• ; al ' ,b2 ')

if am=r(im)-l, bl=s(il)-l, m)2;

(i;O,O) if c = (i;r(i)-l,s(i)-l) € ~l.

Then ac E ~ and if ,{LWis the module defined in €.2,

ShiV tV.Qc

h) Let 0t Eo 'f be so that 0t tV (it; at' bt-l+otm) E ~ 1 for all

1 ~t, m, (The 0t are all I-headed' and hence described in

[13]. )
Then if °t °t+l denotes an indecomposable extension

..... ----.

• ••
(For more details see ~8.)

i) A complete set of composition factors of Whas the form

t~j(it) : 0" j ~at' 1:S.t ~ m}

u
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-e2 Preliminary Results

Throughout this chapter U,V,W are kG-modules.
Defns: a) If R is a subgroup of G, (U,V)R = HomkR(U,V).

b) If 8'E.(U,V)Gt reg) = ~(Im 8').
c) U is called projective-free if no direct summand of U is

projective.
d) U* is the contragradient module derived from U.

The results 2.1-2.4 below are all vital, but easy to check:
Lemma 2.1: (i) ~ (uev) ~ :G(U) eL!(V)

(ii) (U *) * -= U and "6 (U*) '?t (u/ ~ (U)) *
(iii) From (i) and (ii) it follows that

U ~ V/ ~ (U ~ V) ~ u/ ~ (u) ~ V/ ~ (V)
Lemma 2.2: If Ul' •••'Un are kG-modules so that for alII, i :f j' n no

simple submodule of Ui is isomorphic to a simple submodule of Uj'
then if V denotes a simple kG-module,
V ~ Ul m ••• e Un if and only if V ~ Ut for some l~ t~ n,

Corollary 2.3: Let Vl, •••,Vn be all of the simple kG-submodules of U.
Then if ~(U) is multiplicity-free, ~ (u) ~ VI $ ••• {9 Vn•

Lemma 2.4: Suppose Ui < U for all i = I,2, ••• ,n with U = Ul + ••• + Un.
Then if U is not projective-free, Ut is not projective-free
for some I (t ~ n,

Defn: frE(U,V)G is projective if there is a k-space homomorphism
cc.: U~ V so that for all u e U ue = ::6 (ug-l)oc.g

ge.G
Set (U,V)l,G = {6E(U,V)G : Er is prOjective} and

1
(U, V) G = (U, V) G / (U, V) 1 , G•

Theorem 2.5 (see Green [6, e31): Let W be projective. Then,
a) If If : W -+V is a kG-epimorphism, e- E: (UtV)G is projective

if and only if there exist ~ E (U,W)G so that 9- = ¢-rr.

b) If )J... : tJ___"..Wis a kG-monomorphism, G-E.(U,V)G is projective
if and only if there exist -yr E. (VI, V)G so that e- = )J..1Jr.

c) (U,V)~ ~ (U,V)G in both of the following cases:
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U projective-free and V simple,
V projective-free and U simple.

Consider now a projective presentation of V, that is an exact
sequence o~U ~W-+V~O with W projective. Such a sequence
is called a minimal projective presentation (mpp) of V if W is
minimal (among all projective presentations of V). A mpp exists for
all kG-modules V, and we write nv for the corresponding "kernel".
Hence a:n::J mpp of V yields an exact sequence 0 ~ a» _",..W ---+- V -+ o.
Schanuel's lemma [10, p.16J now shows that QV is unique up to
isomorphism. The two theorems we need are:
Theorem 2.6 (Heller, see [8J): Let V be projective-free, then:

a) Write ~-lV = (nv*)* and we then have,
~-lnV ~ £1n-lv~ V.

b) V is non-projective indecomposable if and only if &bV is
non-projective indecomposable.

c) 2:CC1V) ~ VI ~(V).

Theorem 2.7 (Feit, a simple exercise in homological algebra using 2.5):
1 ~ 1 k-spaces.(U,V)G (~U,aV)G as

if )J- If'" is a mpp of V, then for allNow o _. nV _.,..W __.,.v____".o
kG-modules U we can form another exact sequence,

p..* If~
(&2.t V,U)G -+- (W,U)G +- (V,U)G +- 0

Moreover using 2.5b) we see that Im)k* = (b1V,U)l,G and hence
1 1ExtkG(V,U) = (~V,U)G. This is a very important result for us.

Notation: yoU will denote a:n::J extension of V by U, so that there
exists an exact sequence 0 __""U___"..VoU _""'V-1- O.

Now return to the situation described by the hypothesis in €.l.
U,V will denote kG-modules in B; L,M kH-lnodules in B.

'"Notice that 32 = {DXn D : x e G' H} ~ tIl.
f

Let (G,B) ~ (H,B) denote the Green correspondence defined in
N g

[13, € 2] for example. Then:
Theorem 2.8: a) re is a projective-free kH-module in B with

UH ~ fU $ (proj)e (modules ~ B)
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b) gL is a projective-free kG-module in B with

,-v

LG ~ gL ~ (proj)
c) f(~U) '::! to. (fU), g(&1L) ~ &"L(gL).

d) If U,L are projective-free, f(gL) ~ L, g(fU) ~ U.
e) If U,L are non-projective indecomposable so too are fU,gL.
f) (U,V)~ ~ (fU,fV)~, (L,M)~ '2! (gL,gM)~ : as k-spaces.

Proof: a),b) follow from the definitions of fU,gL when 38 ~ tl}, along
with [7, 4.14J.
c) See [6, 4.5].
d),e) See [5J.
f) See [4, 4.12] and [5].
Remark: Throughout this part of the thesis "unique" will mean unique

up to isomorphism. (This notation was also used in part A.)
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€ .; Results About B

In (1';,~l] the notion of a special (q,e)-uniseria1 block was
introduced. Examples of such blocks are given in:
Lemma 3.1: a) B, Eh are special (q,e)-uniserial (with respect to Dd_I)

and b is (q,1)-uniseria1.
b) If we adopt the following block notation for indecomposables

B : Tioc.' Eb : Jicx.' b : FCl.
then for all i;oe TiC!. ?! JLoc H, (JiOt..)G~ Foc •

Proof: (13,€4] shows that up to isomorphism B, Eb both contain
exactly e simples whilst b contains a unique simple. So by applying
the main theorem of [13] to (H,B), (EC,Eb), (G,b) in turn we get
3.1a). Part b) now follows by (13, 4.4 and 4.5J.
Theorem 3.2: For a fixed j;~ there is a kG-endomorphism ~ of Tj~ so

mthat TJ"a.(j !:! T" for all O~ m ~ ~ ••. J+m, ~ -m
Proof: Without loss of generality assume that for all i;O<.

HTiC<. :;::JiO<. ' (JiO<.)H :;::Foe.
Moreover as b is (q,1)-uniseria1, we can further assume that

o :;::F0 < F1 < · .• < Fq-l < Fq
Then there exists a kG-endomorphism 9' of Fq so that Fex. 9':;:: Fex-1 for
all ex. Hence for a fixed j;p.., since {Jicx.)G :;::FCL for all i;<x ,

mit follows that J j~ 6' :;::Jj+m,p -m for all 0' m ~ ~ •
Now let X be a right transversal of H by EO, then ~ induces a
kG-endomorphism a on Tj~ where

(y 0X)0" :;::ye ex for all yE:Jjp.' X€ X
Moreover TJ"It. dm :;::La JJ'p"em,fi) x :;::2: J. f\ 0 X :;::'T.

,. XEX ,. XEX J+m, t -m J+m, f.> -m
for all 0' m ~ ~.
Remark: We (unambiguously) use the same symbol (j to denote the

kG-endomorphism associated with any indecomposable in B.
Lemma 3.';:a) Every Tioc. is a cyclic kH-module.

b) Tjil :;::< t "> implies Tj+m, p -m :;::< ta m). for all 0' m ~ ~.
c) If T :;::< t") E B is indecomposable, then -3::'(T)is the smallest

positive integer m such that tam:;::0



Proof: a) follows as each Ti~ is uniserial.

b) Tj~ = <t')implies that t~Tj+l,Jl-l' and hence for all O(.m<J1:

tC1m~ Tj+m+l, f!> -m-l' to' (3 = O.

Thus Tj+m,P. -m = < tam') for all 0 ~m ~ r; •

c) follows from part b).

Notation: As usual, set Ti = Tiq, Si = Til' 0 = TiO for all i.

Also let Vo' ••• "Ve-l be a full set of simple kG-modules in J?,
labelled so that for all 0 ~ j ~ e-l,

fV.j1i(fV.) ::t S., 'Z(fV.) ~ SS!-l(.)J~ J J J o J
(aee e L) ,

Finally let Wj be a projective cover of Vj for "each j.

Lemma3.4: a) e E.(Ti(}(,Tjl'»H is projective if and only if r(&)~ Cl(.+~-q

(This is a generalised form of Passman's lemma, see [4, lemma4])
b) .rr Te;B is tndecompo sab'l,e, the;n for all 0 ~ j ~ e-l:

(T,fVj)~ ~ k or 0; (fVj,T)~ ~ k or 0

Proof: a) ,see [13, 3.3J; b) see [13, 3.7J.

Notation: For the rest of this chapter, let T = T. ...~ ~ ® T.~l ,V'-l ••• ~n' <Xn

be any projective-free module in B (and so l~ exy<q for all y).

Take ¢y E (nTiy,CXy ,fVj)H (0 ~ j c e-l, l~ y,," n) so that for a

fixed j, each ¢y is either zerb or not projective.

Write ¢ = sbl + ••• + ~n € (~T,fVj)H

Set R(¢)=\(xl¢l+ ••• +xn¢n,-xl' ••• '-~): Xy~SLTiy,<xy

for all 1~y ~ n }

and E( ¢) = (rVj 61Tile ••• e T\,V R(¢)

Nowrecall from il that Ext~(T,fVj) ~ (JLT,fVj)~. Indeed using

[2, pp.290-29Z] every extension TofVj is isomorphic to E(¢) for some

¢ and vfc e-ver-aa ,

Defns: (i) Set r.,. = r( sb",) = -i'(Im ¢..,.) for all 1~ Y~ n ,

(ii) Wesay E( s6) is monic if it is of tihs form

(non-projective indecomposable) or

(non-projective indecomposable) ~(projective)
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Remarks: Without loss of generality take r1 < r2 ~ ••• ~ rn.

Also notice that if r ...= 0, then <py = 0, and hence Ti <X is
y, yo

isomorphic to a direct summand of EC¢ ). So if EC<p) is monic,

rn t 0, and therefore ¢n is not projective, which by 3.4a)

means that ~ ::: ~n + rn - ~(fVj) '> o.
Since we will be looking for all monic extensions E( 1> ), if {?l

is as defined above, we can assume throughout that ~ >0.
Notation: Let fV

J
. ::: < U> and T.

l.Y'

chosen so' that (tycr<X'(')¢v
Define 'l::y € E( <p) (1 ~V' ~ n)

::: < tv- "> (1{ v ~ n). The ty- can be

::: _ uc -3:( fVj) -ryo for all I~I(" ~ n,

and tI.) E. E( fj:J) as f'oLl.ows ,

set sv::: (OjO, ••• ,o,tv,O, ••• ,O), "tv"::: sy+RC¢);

and v = (u; 0, ••• ,0, tn 0" p ), W ::: V + R( ¢).

Proposition 3.5: a) < w '> ~ Tj ,i'(fVj)-rn
•

b) <~y> ~ Ti QC +r (1 ~y~n).
y' r ...

c) EC¢) ::: <Vl> e<1!l, ... ;tn>." .
d) If < ~y '> ::: < '1:.y,,> / <'\.1' ••• ;ty, ~•• ,'t:n> n < "'Gy. '> (2)

for all 1(.Y ~ n , then :j::( <~v '» ) Oc!y •
....,

Moreover when V'::: n, .:j:( < ~n '»
n

e) -±-(E(¢)) :::11 ~v- + :1-CfVj)- .

I- - - - - - - - - -I--------E----t ~ Ti AI

n-1' ""-n-l

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - r- - - - - - - - -""E--4 naTiI' <Xl

Proof:

fV.J _

.... - - -o

::: oc+r -r I-n n n-

T.
l.n

<ex +r "--.. tn er n n / - -

oo o
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a) Looking at the diagram, it is clear that we can take

u = t 013 + <t cr Oln>n n
Hence (tn<1 <Xn)¢n = -UO -3:(fVj) - rn = - tn6 <:X.n. Using this, and the

fact that <vl ()R(¢)
<v,>/<v)nR(¢) .~

~ <vo cxn+rn>, it is easy to show that

< tna'J3>/ <tna' O(n+rn> =r T. 1:(fV.)- •J, J rn

Hence <w) '=.! Tj,-3:'(fVj)-rn•

b) For each Y, <Sy,>() R(¢) = < Sy (J c.cv+ ri-">, and therefore

<Sy? /<Sy')('\ R(¢) ';t <ty)/ <tyO'Ol.y+rv) -:! Tiy,Ol.y+ry•

Thus <~y-> =r Ti <X +r. •y, y y-

c) From part a), as -l:(fVj)-rn = <X.n-/3, U)O"c.cn-~=o.
So if r€ kHwith ure 1m¢n then tJ:)~ = o.
But if x € <OJ '> (\ <~l' ••• ,"tn '> , then there exists v~ <:. < v'7,

s€.<sl, ••• ,sn> so that x=vr+R(¢) = s+R( ¢), which implies

that vY- s e Rf ¢), and hence that urElm ¢l + ••• + Irn ¢n = Em Pn•
Thus by the above ~ a' = 0, which means that x = o.
So .< {J.) '> (\ <'"tl, ••• ,"tn '> = ,0. But E( ¢) is certainly generated by

the set tu) ,'tl, ••• '~n} and hence this proves c).
. . . "

d) If ~v6J- = 0 then 1::v6J € <~l' ••• ,'ty, ••• ,T,.n'> , and hence there
A .• •

exists s E. <sl' ••• ,By, ••• ,sn1- so thG!t 'tycrJ = syO'J+R(¢) = s +R(¢).
But this implies that svO'j- s € R(¢), which means that tv6

j
€ ,u,Ti ,u.. y, .......y

Hence j ~ <Xy, which by ~.~c) shows that -3:( <~V' '» ~ cx.v•
Indeed for y= n, we can similarly prove the stronger result that

~nc1j = 0 if and only if tn6
j
€ ~Ti ex r -r ' which is

n' n + n n-l
equivalent to saying if and only if j ') OGn+rn-rn_l• ~.~c) now

finishes off the proof of part d).

e) This follows since E(¢) is an extension of the form TofVj.

Corollary 3.6: If W f 0, then Sj is in the head of E(¢).

Wenow examine E( 1» in detail using the above results.

Case 1 Suppose ().)f. 0 By 3.6 and 3.5, if E( cp) is monic then

<'"t..1' ••• ,'tn> is projective.

Let -i"'y=, 3.:( <~y '» = OCy+ ry (1 ~ V:!i; n). Then, there is a permutation
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Yt-+ yt' of {1,2, ••• ,n} so that 1::'1' )a:2,) ••• ~ a:n,.
'"Also notice that for all l~ 'r~ n , if ~'r is as defined in 3.5 then

<=it ....'> ~ <'l'lt ••• ,'tn">/<"tl, ••• ;~y,... ,1:;'n) :\: 0 ••••••••••••••• (*)

Nowsuppose that E(¢) is monic, and hence <"t.l, ••• ,"tn)- is projective.

Then by 2.4 ~l' = q, and therefore:

<ttl ' • • • .v.> ~ T. (!) <~ l' ••• ;l:' ) / <'}:-l' '>n 11, n

So if n)2, ("'tl, ••• ,'tn)./<"Cl,,> :f 0 and is projective (use (*».

Thus we can now apply 2.4 and (*) to this module in a similar way to

the above. Repeating this process inductively gives:

<"'(.1' • • •»> ~Ti Ea Ti (B ••• ~ Ti
l' 2' n'n

So -i'(E(d» = E Otty+ ~(fVJ') = -3:«u.>'» +nq = -3:(fV.)- r +nq (use 3.5)r y~ . J n
n n n

Hence 2:: (q - ~y) = rn' and so 2: r .... ~ ~ (q - <Xy) = rn.~l Y~ y~

Thus n = 1 (and when n = 1, such an E( ¢) is monic if and only if

0(1+ rl = q, when E(¢) ~ Tj ,-3:(fV.)-rl
(£) Til ~ <~l e<1:'1'»·

J .

Case 2 Suppose U) = 0 Here E( ¢) = <"(.1 ' • • • ,1::n)- •
Subcase n e 1: Such an E(s6) is monic (by 3.5b) if and only if

<Xl+ rl < q, when E( ¢) :: Til '<Xl+r
l

:t (1::1'> •

Subcase n = 2: Suppose that E( ¢) is monic, and let y \--». v' be the

permutation on {l ,2) defined in case 1.

Now(*) above with y= 1,2 shows that E( ¢) is at least 2-headed, and

hence ~ot indecomposable. Thus E(¢) is not projective-free, and so

by 2.4 -3:1, = q, which implies that:

E( ¢) ~Til' ~ <'1::.1 t~2 ">/<~l I'> ~ Til' e;, < ~, '>
So by 3.5d), such an E( <1J) is monic if and only if

either 0(1+rl = q, when E( 1» ~ Til $ Ti2'~+ ~ +r
2
_ q

~ < "(.1'> ED<~2 ">, and 2' = 2;

or ~+ r2 = q, when E( ¢) g T. rv 6) Ti = <~2'>&< ~l"> ,
11'''''''1 2

and 2' = 1.
Subcase n ') 3: Suppose that E( ¢) is monic, and let y \---+- v' be the

permutation defined in case 1. Then if we repeatedly use 2.4 and (*)
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in an analogous way to subcase 2, we get:

where

E( et» ~ Ti e ... ~ Ti <e T
l' (n-l)'

T = < "'r-l, • • • ,"'(,n'> / <'"e1 ' • • • ,~, , • • • '~n '> ~ <..e, '> , which is. n

hence indecomposable.
n

So .J:(E( ¢» = E oe..+ 3:(fVJ.)'(:1

But W = 0, and so by 3.5a)

"-'
= (n-l)q+ l«'"'(.n'?) (see 3.5).

n
L (q- <Xy) = q--3:.«~n''» + rn ••••••••••••••••• (t)
Y~l

Nowby 3.5d) l( < ~n' "» ~ (}(n' , so from (t) we get:

.L: ry ~ L (q - O(Y) ~ rn
vf.n' v~n'

Thus as n~ 3, we must
n-lz: ryy.l

have n' = n, But then (t) and 3.5d) imply:
n-l~ 'J; (q - <Xy) ~ rn_l

which is impossible, since for all Y' :#= n = n') 3, -l-y = Oly+ rY'"= q,

and hence rv')O.

So for n) 3, there does not exist any monic extensions E(¢)•

Remark: To use these results we must remember that' we have assumed

throughout that rl <. r2 c .•• , rn' and so we will get other

monic extensions when n = 2 and ~2~ rl• However these will all

be given by permu~ing the above results via 1 \----io- 2, 2 l-+ 1.

Theorem 3.7: Given any projective-free TE B (as above), and any

o 'j ~ e-l, then there exists (up to isomorphism) at most one

monic extension TofVj given as follows:

n = 1 a) A "unique" extension TJ. ..:3-(fV) IV e T. if and,'J. j + Vl.l - q J.l
only if j:: S(il) and <Xl+~(fVj) >q.

b) A "unique" extension Til,Oc:
l
+~(:fVj) if and only if

j ;: il +<Xl and all +-3:'(fVj) < s-

n= 2 c) A "unique" extension Ti I'V ,.., :l--(fV) . ~ T. if
2 ' '-'\.2+ '"'"1+ -:J. j - q l.l

and only if j:: S(il) ;: i2 +«-2' <X2+3::(fVj) ~ q and

~l + ~(fVj) ~ q.

d) A "unique" extension T. e T.
J.l, Q!l l.2

if and only if
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j :: i2 + ~2 and 012 + -3:"(fVj)= s-
e) A "unique" extension Ti ,.,.1 rv ~(fV) e TJ.' ifl' v..l + v..2 + -..I.. j - q 2

and only if j == 8(i2) ;: il +Q!l' 01..1 + 1:(fVj) ~ q and

0(2 + -3::"(fVjY ~ s-
f) A "unique" extension T. ffi T; if and only if

J.2' 0rC2 J.l

j == il + <Xl and <Xl + 1:'(fVj) = s-

n~3 No extension is monic.

(Note: Recall that we are making the convention that all congruences,

unless otherwise specified are to be taken mod e.)

Proof: All possible monic extensions are given above, along with

necessary and sufficient conditions for each one to exist. Wemerely

rewrite these via the following easy to check results:

n= L a) 00 f 0, <Xl+ rl=q if and only if j == S(il), O!l +-3::"(fVj),>-q.

(In this situation rl = q - 01..1•)

b) OJ = 0, <Xl.+ rl < q if and only if j - il + <X.l, 0(1 + j:'(fVj) <.a-
(In this . situation rl = :t(fV j).)

n:::2 c) 00 = 0, ~l + rl =q if and only if j - 6(il) - i2+c2,

<Xl+ -3::"(fV j) )- q, ~ 2 + -3:'(fVj) ~ q ,

(In this situation rl ~r2 = -3:'(fVj), <Xl + rl ~ 0!2 + r2.)

d) U) = 0, <X2+ r2 = q if and only if j == i2+ 0(2' CX2 + -3:'(fVj)= q.

(In this situation rl ~ r2, <X2+ r2 > Oc::l + rl.)

e),f) These are analogous to c),d) with r2~rl.

Defn: U £B is pis -free if no indecomposable direct summand of U is,..,
isomorphic to any Wk or to any Wklh (Wk).

Lemma3.8: Let Ue B be indecomposable. Then:
"-I

(i) U is projective if and only if fU = 0.

(ii) U ~ Wklh(Wk) if and only if fU E'f TiC<..where i :: S-l(k) and

<X = q -3:(fVk).

(iii) U ~ Wkl E.CWk) if and only if fU ~ Tioc. where i + OC ;: k and

oc -= q -j:(fVk).

Proof: (i) Follows from 2.8a),d).
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(11),(111) Using 2.6a) and 2.8c),d) we see that:

I'"( ) N -1 . f d 1 . f fU ""_-f n-lv '" n-IfVU ~ Wk Ll Wk = .Q, Vk a. an on y ~ ~La k ~Ll k·

The requ1red results now follow using ~3, 3.1].

Lemma3.9: a) 'If U :!; Wk/L:(Wk), then for all 0:6 j~ e-l there are no

monic extensions fUcfVj•

b) If U=Ul (:9 U2E ~ w1th Ul, U2 non-projective indecomposables

and Uy ~ W~~(Wk) for at least one ~, then for all'

0' j ~ e-l there exists at most one monic extension fUofVj.

Moreover any such a monic extension is of the form

fUl e (proj) or fU2 e (proj)

Proof: a) By 3.8 fU ~ Ti()(. where SCi) :: i + ex. == k , oc = q - ~(fVk).

The result now follo~s from 3.?

b) This similary follows from 3.8, 3.?

Lemma 3.10: Let U ==Ul e ... e Un€ ~ be pIs - free (each U'r being

indecomposable with fUv = Ti ex ). Then for a fixed j,
y, V'. .

o c j' e-l there exists (up to isomorphism) at mo str one monic

extension fUofVj given as follows:

n= 1 fUofVj ~ Tj,~ +1:'(fV
j
) _ q (;B Til if and only if j - 6(il)

and <Xl+-3:(fVj) ') q;

~ T it and only if j ::- il '<Xl+1:'(fVj)

ccl +~(fVj) < s-
n = 2 ru-rv. :t Ti :l.-(fV) (9 T. if and only if

J 2' <X2+ <Xl+ ':I.. j - q ~l

j :: S(il) :: i2+ cx2 ' 0l2+1:(fVj) < q and

<Xl+ --3:(fVj) ,. q;

fUofV; ~ T T if and only if
u il'OCl + Ot2+-3:'(fVj) - q Et> i2

j -= 8(i2) :: il + <Xl ' O£l -+ :C(fVj) < q and

~2 +·i:(fVj) ,.q.

n ~ 3 No mo,nic extensions occur.

Proof: Follows from 3.?, noting that by 3.8, since U is pIs - free

a) Oly+ -3:(fVj) = q with j :. iV'+ <Xy cannot occur,

b) O(y--t-~(fVj) ==q with j -= S(iy) cannot occur.
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'l4 Extensions In ~

Throughout this chapter let U = Ul ~ ••• ~ Un €. ~ (the U....being
indecomposable). and let 0 ~ j ~ e-L,
Lemma 4.1: a) If UoV. is any extension, there exists an extensionJ

fU~fVj with f(UoVj) a (proj) ~ fUofVj•
b) If fUofVj is any extension, there exists an extension

UOVj with g(fUofVj) e (proj) ~ ·UoVj•
Proof: a) Modify [13, 3.9] (in which U = X, Vj = Y). The argument there
works without·the assumptions that X, XoY are non-projective
indecomposables.
b) This is a "dual" version of a).
Lemma 4.2: If UeVj' is non-projective indecomposable then U is pis-free.
Proof: Certainly if UeVj is non-projective indecomposable, then U is
projective-free. Hence suppose for a contradiction, that U is
projective-free but not pis-free and that U affords a non-projective
indecomposable extension UCVj for some j.
Then by 4.1, there is·a monic extension fUofVj, and hence by 3.7 n~2.
So if n = 1 we can apply 3.9a), and if n = 2 we can apply 3.9b).
But by 3.9a) there exist no monic extensions fUofVj if n = 1.
Hence n = 2 and the monic extension fifofVjhas, by 3.9b), the form:

fUl (l> (proj) or fU2 e (proj)
Thus by 4.1 f(U.Vj) ~ fUl or fU2•
But UoVj, Ul' U2 are non-projective indecomposables, so by 2.8d) we
must have UoVj ~ U1 or U2, both of which are impossible.
This completes the proof of 4.2.

jJ. "..Lemma 4.3: a) For all non-split extensions 0 ___"...V .~ U 0V .--::,.U ____".0,
J J

with u. the inclusion map, V. ".~ (UoV.)./ J J
(And hence U/i(U) ~ UoVj/\(Uc:.Vj).)

b) If U is pis-free, such a UoV. is projective-free.
J

Proof: a) If there is a maximal submodule M of UoVj with Vj ~ M,
then M n Vj = 0 and M + Vj = UoVj• Hence UoVj = M e Vj, which implies
that UoVj is the split extension : contradiction.
Hence Vj ~ M for all maximal submodu1es M of UoVj, and so Vj~~(UoV).
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b) Suppose that such a non-split UoVj has a projective indecomposable
submodule Wt with UOVj = W@X. There are two cases to consider.
(i) If Vj {W, then~ maps W monomorphically onto W~~ U. Hence Wu is

a projective submodule of U, and therefore a projective direct
summand of Ut,which shows that U is not projective-free.

( ii) If Vj , W, then Vj = ~ (W) and Vj ~ X. Hence:
U = (W$X)1T 9t W/Vj ex = W/"jJ(W) ex

which shows that U is not pis-free.
This proves 4.3.
Theorem 4.4: Let U € B be pis-free. Then for a fixed j:

I'V

a) There exists (up to isomorphism) at most one non-projective
indecomposable extension UOVj• Moreover such a non-projective
indecomposable UOVj exists if and only if the "unique" monic
fU~fVj exists (see 3.10) and these extensions are related by

f(UoVj) $ (proj) ~ fUofVj
b) Whenever a non-projective indecomposable UOVj exists,--

UI ~ (U) ~ UoVj/-l (UoVj)
Proof: a) If UoVj is a ~on-projective indecomposable extension, then
by 4.la) there is a monic extension fUofVj (which is "unique" by 3.10)
so that f(UoVj) ~ (proj) ~ fUpfVj•
Hence if El' E2 are two non-projective indecomposable extensions of
the form UoVj, fEl $ (proj) ~ fE2 (;B (proj).
Thus f~ ~ fE2, which implies that El ~ E2 (by 2.8d)).
This proves the "uniqueness" of such extensions UOVj•
Conversely suppose there exists a monic extension fUofVj (which hence
must be "unique").
Then by 4.1b) there is an extension U~Vj-with

g(fUofV j) e (proj) '?! UoVj
Now 4.3b) shows :thatUoVj is projective-free, since U is pIs-free.
Thus g(fUofVj) ~ UoVj, which implies that UoVj is non-projective
indecomposable, since fUofVj is monic. Moreover we can immediately
deduce from these two facts that fUofV j -= f(UoVj) e (proj) (use
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2.8d)). This completes the proof of 4.4a).

b) This follows directly from 4.3a).

Corotlary 4.5: Let Ue.B be projective-free with fUy ~ T].. nJ for all
I'V . 'r , ""- .....

1~ y ~ n, Then for all j, there exists at most one non-projective

indecomposable extension UOVjnamely:·

n = 1 A "unique" extension UoVj if and only if

either j == S(il) and <Xl+1::(fVj)'> q,

when f(UoVj)::; Tj ,oc
l
+~(fV.) _ q ;

J
or j::; il + <Xland ~l + i(fVj) < q,

when f(UoV.) ~ T. :J.;(fV).•
J ].1 '<Xl + -:L. j

n = 2 A "unique" extension UoVj if and only if

either j == 8(il) == i2-t:0c!2' <xl+-:t(fVj)">q and

0(2 + -1: (fVj) < q,

when f(UoVj) '= Ti2'~+ <Xl+:'1:(fVj)_ q;

or j == 0(i2) -= il + ccl' ~ +3:"(fVj)"> q and

~l + 3:(fVj) < q,

when f(UoVJ.) ~ T. I'V :I.-(fV) •].1' .....1+ ()(2+-:L. j - q

n) 3 There does not exist any non-pro jecmve indecomposable

extensions UOVj•

Proof: If U is not pis-free, there exists v, k where 1 ~ y~ n ,

o ~k ~ e-l so that Uy ~ Wk/'Z(Wk).

But then by 3.8, if j - SCiV') then O(y+l'(fVj) = q;

and if j - iy + OGy then OCr +:t(fVj) = q.

Hence if U is not pis-free 4.5 reduces to the statement "There exists

no non-projective indecomposable extensions UOVj": which is 4.2.

If U is pis-free the theorem follows from 4.4 and 3.10.
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~ 5 Co-ordinates

If T € B is indecomposable, then (T)l, (T)l will denote

respectively the unique top and bottom composition factors of T.

For a fixed L, °~i" e-l recall the following from [13]:

Defns: a) For all a, b € 7L with a, b). 0
a

~i(a,b) = (a,b) = j~ ~(f~j(i»

(For b =0 make the convention

b) A I-headed module W€.B is said to be of type (a,b) if
IV

fW~ TSb(i), r. (a, b)a
c) rei), sCi) are the smallest positive integers such that

0ier(i),~) )q, (i(O,s(i» ~O

Theorem 5.1: a) If T = TSb(i), a. (a, b) then (T)l ~ SS-l(i) and
l.

(T)l ~ S5-l"pa(i) • (Hence Sb(i) + I'i (a, b) == pa+l(i).)

b) pr(i) (i) = 8s(i) (i) == i.

c) k'i(r(i)-l,O) =q-l, 0i(O,s(i)-l) = 1.

d) If a +b < rei) +s(i), then we have the following:

ti (a, b) <q if and only if a <. r( i) - l,

cri(a, b) >0 if and only if b, sCi) -1.

e) There exists a 1-1 correspondence between a full set of(3)

proper factor-modules of Wi and the set

. t(a,b) : O~a~r(i)-l, O~b~s(i)-l}

given by type.

Proof: a) Left as an exercise (the reader may find D-3, 3.10] helpful).

b) ,c) See [13, 3.l3c)].

d) See (13, 3.15].

e) See ~3, 3.18].

The aim of this chapter is to generalise 5.1e) to give a

description of all the non-projective indecomposables in~. 5.1a) - d)

are vital for this generalisation.

Nowrecall the definitions of m-vectors ~,~ and co-ordinates

~c = (i: a. b) introduced ini 1.For .af:ixed co-ordinate c f we also
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defined the elements il, ••• ,im and the length ~(c). All of these

notions will be used here. Wealso need the following:

Defns: a) For any m-vectors ~,b with at,bt ~O for all 1 ~t~m, set
m

.Y. (a, b) ::: 'E Y. (at' bt).1. - - t:::l 1.t
Coo

b) Let ~::: U ~m where,
m:::l

~m::: {c:::(i;a,b) : O~i'e-l and a,b are m-vectors with

o ~at( r(it) - 2 +0tm and

1- btl ~ bt c s(it) - 1 for all 1 ~ t ~ m}

c) A co-ordinate c is called good if c € ~.

d) 1. is a full set of non-projective indecomposables in ~.

e) If W E."1 and

type (ii~,b)

c::: (i;~,b) € §, then W is said to be of

if fW ~ Tobl(i) Y. (a b) •
, 1. -'-

(Wewill write W""c for brevity.)

Lemma5.2 a) Let T::: Tabl(i) Y.(a b)€B for some (ija,b). Then,
, 1. -'-

(T)l ~ SSbl(i) and Sbl(i) + )(i('~,b) =pam+l(im).

(Hence eT)l ~ s6-~am(im) .)

b) If a,b satisfy at') 0, bt): 1 - btl for alII (. t( m, then
m

Xi(~,:E) ::: .t1 lit (at +1 - Btni"bt -1 +Stl) - (m-l)q

Proof: a) That eT)1 ~ SSbl(i) is obvious.

Nowlet h::: Sbl(i) + ri e~,~) ::: Sblei) + t )'i (at, bt).t:::l t
m b m b

Then h ::: L; (5 t(it) + ~i (~, bt)) - L 5 t(it)t:::l t t:::2

- f. pat+l(it) - f Sbt(it) (use 5.1a))
t~ t:::2

1 m-I b m
::: jJam+ (im) + E S t+l(it 1) - L Sbt(it)t:::l + t:::2
::: pam+l(im)

b) Follows from the definition of the elements il,. •• ,im•

LeIll.ma5.3: If ~,b satisfy 0 (at ~ r(it) - 2 for alII' t ~ m-L, am).0,

1 <. bt (. seit) - 1 for all 2 ~ t ~ m, bl ) 0,

and am+ bl < reim) + s(il);
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then ¥i(!!,b) <q if and only if ~< r(im) -1,

ri (~,:2»0 if and only if bl ~ s(il) -1.

Proof: Weapply 5.1a) - c) and 5. 2b).

(i) If am~ r(im) - 1, then at +1 - Stm~ r(it) -1 for all 1~ t ~m,

Hence ¥i (at +1 .;Stm'bt - 1 +0tl) ~ d'"i (r(it)-l,O) = q-l for all t.
t m t

SO Y. (a, b) = "E ¥.;i(at +1 - St ,bt -1 +6t1) - (m-l)q
~ - - t=l t m

~ m(q-l) - (m-l)q = q - m< q.

(ii) If bl s s(il) - 1, then bt ~ s(it) -1 for all 1s t~ m,

Hence Yi (at,bt) ) ri (O,s(it)-l) = 1 for all t.
t m t

So Y i (!!,b) = t~l ¥'i
t
(at' bt) ~ m '> 0.

(iii) If am')r(imY' then bl, s(i1) -1 t and so bt~ s(it) -1 for all t.
m m-I

Hence ¥i(!!,b) = z::: ¥i (at,bt) ). "E ~i (O,s(it)-l) + 0i (am,bm)
t=l t t=l t m

= (m-I) + ¥im(am,bm)~ (m-I) + Yim(r(im),S(im)-l)

But 'yr(im) (im) =- im, and therefore:

¥i (r(im),s(im)-l) '= Yi (r(im)-l,O)
m m

= (q-1) + 1 = q

Thus l'i (!!,b) ) (m-L) +q ~ q.

(iv) If b1') s(i1), then am~ r(~) -1, and so

at +1 - Stm, r(it) - 1 for all 1" t ~m.
m

Hence Yi (!!,:2) = >. r-i (at +1- Stm'bt -1 +Btl) - (m-1)q
t~ t m, ri (a1 +1- Slm,b1) + "E ti (r(it) -1,0) - (m-1)q
1 t=2 t

= ~i (a1+ 1 - 81m,b1) + (m-l)(q-1) - (m-1)q
1

~ ~i (r(11)-1,s(i1» - (m-1)
1

But 8s(i1)(i1) = i1, and therefore:

~i (r(i1)-1,s(i1» = ~i (r(i1)-1,0)+ ri (O,8(i1)-1) - q
111

= (q-1) + 1 - q = °
Thus 0i (!!,b) ,,- (m-I) (0.

Corollary 5.4: If (i;!,:B) Eo ~m' then m~ qJ2.
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Proof: From (i) and (ii) in the proof of 5.3, we see that

m~ ~i(~,b) < q-m, and hence we must have m< q/2.

Notation: For all co-ordinates (i;~,£) define a+,b+ as follows,

~+ ::: (al, ••• ,am_l,am +1), b+::: CbI +1,b2, ••• ,bm).

Lemma5.5: If (i;~,£) E. ~m' then:

a) (i;~+,b) e ~m if and only if ¥ i(~+,b) < q.

b) (i;~,£+) €.fJm if and only if ¥i(~,b+) '> o.
Proof: If (i;~,b) e ~m' then (i;a+,b) and (i;~,£+) both satisfy,the

hypotheses of 5.3. The result follows directly from this.

Lemma5.6: If (i;~,b)e ~mt (h;c,d) €.ljk with yam+l(im) =&dl+l(hl),

then (i; a, b; £.,d+) :::Ci; aI' bl ; ••• ;am'bm;cl' dl +1; ••• ; ck' dk)

satisfies the following,

(i;~, b; £.,d+) lE..fJ m+k if and only if I'i (a+, b) < q, 4'h(£.,d+) '> O.

Proof: (i;~,b;£.,9/) Et] m-sk if and only if am( r(im) - 2,

dl +1~s(hl) - 1.

But (i;~+,£) and (h;£.,~+) satisfy the Pypotheses of 5.3, and hence

ri (a+ t£) < q if and only if am+ i c r(im) -1,

)'h(£.'~+) >0 if and only if dl + i s s(hl) -1.

This gives the result.

Theorem5.7: Let U :::ITlED••• $ Une. ~ be projective-free (each U\'"

being indecomposable). Then for each j, 0' j , e-l:

a) If U :::UlN (i; a,£) e .fJ mt there exists (up to isomorphism) at

most one non-projective indecomposable extension UOVj namely

A "unique" extension of type (i;~,~+) if and only if

j :: Sbl+l(il) and (i;~,~+) e ~m;

and a "unique" extension of type (i;~+ ,~) if and only if

j :: yam+l(im) and (ij~+ ,~) e. ~ m"

b) If U :::Ul61U2with UlN (i;~,~)E Ii m and U21V(h;c,d) €~k'

there exists (up to isomorphism) at most one non-projective

indecomposable extension UoV. namely
J

A "unique" extension of type (h;£t~;~'~+) if and only if

j :: Sbl+l(il) =- "pCk+l(~) and (h;,£,d; a, b+)E ~ m+k;
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and a "unique" extension of type (i;!!,b;£.,d+)if and only if
j == 5dl+l(hl) =pam+l(illl) and (i;~,b;c,d+) E ~ m+k.

Proof: a) By 4.5, when n=l there exists (up to isomorphism) at most
one non-projective indecomposable extension UQVj namely:

A "unique" extension with f(UoVj) ~ Tj ,,y. (a,b)+3:(fV.)_q if and
~ - - J

only if j == Sbl+l(il) and 1'i(!!,!a)+-3:"(fVj)-q >0;

and a "unique" extension with f(UoVJ.) ~ Tobl(i ) ¥.(a b)+~(fV.)
1 ' ~_,_ J

j = Sbl(il) + Yi(!!,b) =JPam+l(im) (see 5.2a))if and only if

But these reduce to the following:
A "unique" extension with f(UoVJ.) := Tabl +l(i ) 'If. (a b+)

I ' ~-,-
only if j == abi+l(il) and ~i(!!,b+) >0;
and a "unique" extension with f(UoVj) ~ TSbl(il),Yi(a+,b)
only if j -= pam+l(im) and Yi(a+ ,b) < q.

if and

if and

But from the definition of type, and 5.5 these are equivalent to:
A "unique" extension of type (i;~,b+) if and only if
J. = Sbl+l(i ) and (i·a b+) € j)" •
. 1 '-'- '(fm'

and a "unique" extension of type {i;a+,b) if and only if
j ='pBm+l(im) and (i;!!+,!a)€~m.

b) Similarly apply 4.5 with 5.2a) and 5.6.
c) This followS directly from 4.5.

Theorem 5.8: If WE <I , then there exists a co-ordinate c = (i;!!,b)
so that W tV C and ~(W) = -3:'( c).

Proof: Induction on -3:"(W).
If ~(W) = 1, then W ~ Vi for some i, and so WfV(i;O,O)€§'I. This
shows that the theorem is true for -i(W) = 1. Hence let N> 1, and
assume inductively that 5.8 is true for all lengths less than N.
Take WE'} with ~(W) = N. Choose any minimal submodule V of W, and
set U = W/V. Then if V ~ Vj there is an extension UoVj ~ W, and so
U is certainly projective-free.
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Let U = Ul m ..• @Un (each Uy being indecomposable).

Then by 4.5 n ~ 2.

Case n= 1 By induction there exists c = (i;~, b) €. ~ with U=Ul", c

and ~(U) = ~(c). Hence by 5.7a):

either cl = (i;~, b+) E. ~ with W"-'cl,

or c2 ::;(i; a+,b) € ~ with WtV c2.

(Observe that -1:"(cl) = -3::-(c2)= -3::'(c)+1 = -3:(W)= N.)

Case n= 2 By induction there exists c =(i;a,b), c ' = (h;c,d) E. ~ with

UlNC, U2"'c
t and -l(c) +3:(c') = x-i , Hence by 5.7b):

either sI = (i;~, b;£,d+) e. ~ with W", sI'
or s2 = (h;£,d;~, b+) E ~ with VI tV s2.

(Observe that -3::'(sl)==1:'(s2) = -3:'(c)+~(ct) +1 = ~(W) = N.)

This proves 5.8.

Lemma5.9: Let W,Wtbe indecomposables in ~ and suppose c==(i;~,b)€~

with WN C and W'tV c. Then:

a) w,wt. are non-projective, b) W e! W·.

Proof: Since c €.~, 0 -< i'iCe.,b) < q by 5.3.

Hence T ==Tobl(i) r.(a b) is a non-projective indecomposable in B.
, 1. -'-

Thus fW~ fW' ~ T (see 2.8), which shows that W,WI are non-projective •.
Moreover by 2.8d) W~ g(fW) ~ g(fWt) ~ W'.

Lemma5.10: For any c = (i;!!,b) Eo ~ there exists WE..1 so that Wrvc.

Proof: Since c e..Ij., O<Yi(!,b)<q by 5.3.

So if we set W= g(T5bl(i) r.(a b))' 2.8 shows that Wis a
, 1. -,-

non-projective indecomposable in l3" with fW?1 TSbl(i),Yi(!'!:,b).

Remark: In €7 we will prove the following result,

"If We 1; c ,c t E. ~ with Wt"V C and WN C t, then c =.c '. "

This will show that there is a well defined map 1~ ~
given by type, and from 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 this map is a

1-1 correspondence.
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€ 6 SomeProperties Of A Co-ordinate

Throughout this chapter, take W € l! , c: (i;~, b) e l1m so that

W tV C and .l-(W) : ~(c) (see 5.8).

Lemma6.1: The head and foot of W are multiplicity-free.

Proof: This follows since for all j, using 2.5a), 2.8f) and 3.4b):

( W,Vj )G~ (W,Vj )~ ~ (fW,fVj )t ~k or 0;

(Vj,W)G~ (Vj'W)~ ~ (fVj,fW)~ ~ k or 0.

Theorem6.2: W/""§.(W) ~ Vi El) Vi ~ ••• e- Vi
12m

Proof: Induction on -3::'(W).

If -l'(W) : 1, then -3:'(c): 1 and hence c: (i;O,O) E ff 1. Thus W ';t Vi :::

and so the theorem is trivially true when .:t(W) : 1.

Hence let N., 1, and assume inductively that 6.2 is true for all

lengths less than N. Choose W, c so that WN o and -l'(W) ::: -1:( c) : N.

Nowif m: 1, then by [13, 3.18] W is isomorphic to a factor-module

of W1..' and hence W/7i(W) ';t V. : V. as r-equ i.r-ed,
1. 1.1

So we mayas well assume that m~2.

Case bl :::0 By 5.7 there exists a non -pz-oj ecbd.ve indecomposable

UNS::: (i;al,bl-l;a2,b2; ••• ;am,bm) and a non-split

extension UCVobl(il) ~ W;

(Notice that certainly s E ~ and also -3:(s)== -1:'(U):::N-I.)

Nowby 4.3a) W/~ (W) ~ U/2 (U), and by induction,

V.
1.]

-::Vi ~ vie ••• ~ Vi. Hence:
l2m

W/~(W) .:f Vi ~ Vi $ ••• e ViI 2 m

Case bl :::° By 5.7 there exists non-projective indecomposables

U/~(U)

Ulf'VSI::: (i;al,O), U2N s2: (i2,a2,b2-I;a3,b:;; ••• ;am,bm)

and a non-split extension (UleU2)oVSb2(i) ~ w.
. . 2

(Notice that certainly Sl,S2E: ~ and also 1:(sl) +1:(s2) :::N-l.:

Nowby 4.:;a) W/~(W) ~ UlQ1U2I~ (Ul ~U2).

Hence W/~(W) r;t Ul/~(Ul) G1U2/~(U2) (see 2.1).
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Also by [13, 3.18] Ul is uniserial with Ul/~ (Ul) ";,t Vi = Vil
and -i'(Ul) = al +1 = -3:'( sl) •

Hence since -3:(Ul) +-3:(U2)= N-l = -1:( sl) +-i'( s2) , it follows

that ~(U2) = -3:(s2)< N.

Thus by induction U2/~(U2) ~ Vi G) ••• <9- Vi ' and so2 m
W/ ~ (W) == Vi ~ Vi e). •• ~ V.

121m
This completes the proof of 6.2.

Theorem6.3: Let &Lcbe the co-ordinate defined in the main theorem

(see al). Then ~c € ~ and ~W N £'tc.

Proof: Wewill consider only the case when am~ r(im) - 2, bl ~ s(il) - 2

(the remaining cases being similar to verify). Hence assume this and

set &1c = (h; c ,d) = (_p am+1(im); am' , 0; am_l' ,bm'; ••• ; al f , b2' ;0,bl •)

Recall all the properties of r( , ); re ); s( ) stated in e5, since

we will be using these throughout the proof without specific mention.

Notice firstly that:

h = hl = .,pam+l(im),

h2 = s-bm~amt+l(hl) = Sbmcim)=_p~-l+l(im_l)'

h3 = S-bm-lpam-l '+leh2) = Sbm-l~im_l) ::pam-2+1(im_2)

• • •
• • •
• • •

Sb2(i2) ='pal +1(i1),

Sbl+l(il)·h = a-bl 'pal' +l(h ) =
m+l m

So abt+5tlCit) :: hm-t+2 for all I c t'" m,} .

1 •••••••••••••••••••••Pat+ (it) - h for all I <. t ~m.= m-t+l

Nowat c reit) - 2, bt, s(it) -1- Stl for all 1" t, m, and hence:

(1)

for all 1 (,.t ,m ••••••••••••••••••••••••• (2)

Hence by (1) at t < r(hm_t+l) - I for all I" t, m, and therefore

at' < r(hm_t+I)-2 for alll~t~m •••••••••••••• (3)
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Moreover by a dual process using the other part of (1), we get

bt' ~ s(hm_t+2) - 1 for all 1 ~ t ~ m •••••••••••••• (4)

(2), (3) and (4) hence show that &LcE. fl.
It remains to prove that &1fW~ Th r. (c d)·

, h -,-

But by (13, 3.1] ~fW ~ T6bl(i) +Ii (.£:, b), q-¥i (~, b) so we show that

a) Sbl(i) + d"i(~, b) -= pam+l(im) == h, b) t i (~, b) + 'h(£,d) = s-

a) This follows directly from 5.2a).

b) This follows since:
m m+l

~i (~,£) +0h(c,d) = 2:: 6'i (at, bt) + 2] d"h (cw,dw~
t=l t w=l w

ID
= ~ °i(r(it)-l,s(it)) +q
t-;j_ t

= ~ rd"i (r(it) -1,0) +('i (0, s(it) -l)J - mq + q
t=l L t t
m= L:: «q-l) + 1) - mq + q = q

t=l
= -3:(LUtc)and Z(..aW) '2t V. e ... e Vi

~l ID
Lemma6.4: -i(~ W)

Proof: That -3:(J4W) = .j:(&1c) is left as an exercise. The second half of

the lemmafollows since ~(&1W) ~ W/~(W) by 2.6c).

Theorem 6.5: Let ~(W) be the set of simples described in the main
~

theorem (see e1) ,. and set S(W):= 2:a V. Then 'Z(W) ~ S(W).
VE-!,(W)

Proof: Since to..: 1- ~1 is a bijection (see 2.6) it suffices to prove

the result for ~W, &hc. But this is easy to check using 6.'4 and (1)

in the proof of 6.3, along with its analogies for the three other

cases omitted in this proof.

Theorem 6.6: a) WI ~(W) ~ Vil e ... El'Vim; L:!(W) ~ seW).

b) {Vi: l(t'(m} contains pairwise non-isomorphic simples,
t

{V : VE.1(W)} contains pairwise non-isomorphic simples.

c) Wis m-headed and mt-footed where m+l)-m'') m-l and m,m'(;q/2.

Proof: a) This is 6.2 and 6.5.

b) This is 6.1 applied to a).

c) This follows from a) and 5.4 applied to both Wand &LW.
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e? Uniqueness Of Co-ordinates

Assume throughout that w tV c = (i j~,E.) E. ~ m and WAI C' = (h; c, d) E. tlk•
Notation: a) If bl '> 0 let sl = (i; al, bl-l; a2, b2; ••• ; am'bm) ~ ~ and

choose "i E. 1 so that U1N sl.

If m~2, 2~t ,m let Stl =(ijal,bl; ••• jat_l,bt_l)€ ~,

St2 = (it;at,bt-l;~+l,bt+l; ••• jam,bm) ~ f!J and choose

Utl 'Ut2 E. 1 so that Utl N Stl' Ut2 rv St2.

If am>O let s= (ijal,bl; ••• jam_l,bm_l;am-l,bm)

and choose U E; 1 so that UrV s ,

b) For c t analogously define Ul', sl '; Utl ", Stl '; Ut2', St2'

and U', s !,

Lemma?l: a) There exists extensions of the form:

UIOVobl(il)~W (ifbl)O),

(Utl e Ut2) c;VSbt(i
t
) ~ W (if m~ 2, 2' t ~ m), • • • • • • •• (A)

Moreover if m') 2, 2~ t~ m then: .

-3:(fUtl) +1=(fVsbt(it)) '< q, ~(fUt2) +:'1:(fVsbt(it)) '> q ••• (B)

Also similar formulae (At), (B') hold for Cf.

b) :'1:(c) =l'( c t) =1:(W).

Proof: a) (A) follows from 5.?, (B) from 4.5.

b) A simple induction on 1=(W)using (A) showa that if Wcc1 , C E: ~

with Wrvc then -!(W) =~(c). This proves ?lb).

Lemma?2: m=k, and if c,c' € tl then c= Cf.

Proof: By 7.lb) -3:'(\V) =~(c), and hence by 6.2 Wis m-headed. Also by

considering c', we similarly see that W is k-headed. Hence m= k ,

Also if C,C' Eo ~ 1 then c = c' follows directly from [1:;, :;.18).

TheoI;'em7.3: c=.c' always.

Proof: Induction on 1:(W)=~(c) = -1.'(c').
If ~(W) = 1, then c= (i;O,O) <; ill and ct::: (h;O,O) €. ~l.

Hence W~ Vi ~ Vh which implies that i =h and thus C:: C' •

So the theorem is trivially true for ~(W) = 1.
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Hence let N '> 1, and assume inductively that 7.3 is true :forall
lengths less than N. Choose WE ~ so that ~(W) =N.
By 7.2 it is clear that we may as well assume that m = k ~ 2.
Now L! (VI) ~ SeW) is multiplicity-free (by 6.1), and therefore by 2.3
W contains exactly I~(w) I simple submodules.
Hence the decomposable factor-modules of W of composition length N-I
can be taken to be:

t UtI ~ Ut2 : 2" t ~ m}
Analogously with respect to the co-ordinate ct, the decomposable
factor-modules o:fW of composition length N-I can be taken to be:

t Uwl t (f) Uw2 t : 2" w ~ m }

Hence for a fixed t (2 ~ t ~ m) there is some w (2~ w~ m) so that
UtI ~ Ut2 ~ Uwl' e Uw2'

(And thus by (A),(A') W ~ CUtlffiUt2)OV6bt(it) ~

which means that VobtCit) ~ VSdWChw).)
So either a) UtI ~ Uwl', Ut2 ~ Uw2' and VSbtCit) ~ Vadw(hw);

b).Utl ~ Uw2', Ut2 ~ Uwl' and V5bt(it) ~ Vodw(hw).or

But b) is inconsistent with (B),CB') ~d hence a) must occur.
However it now follows from induction that Stl = swl', St2 = sw2';
which implies that t = w and that c = c'•
This completes the induction and hence the proo:f of 7.3.

Corollary 7.4: There exists a 1-1 correspondence between i and §
given by type.

Proof: This follows :from7.3 and the remark at the end of ~5.
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e 8 The Proof Of The Main Theorem

Lemma 8.1: There is a 1-1 correspondence between t and the set
t Tj~ : 0" j' e-l, 1 « ~~ q-l} given by VI ~ r«,

Proof: Use 2.8d),e) •
.Corollary 8.2: a) 111 == I ~ I == (q-l)e.

b) If 0 ~ j ~ e-l, 1 ~ f:> ~ q-l then there is a unique co-ordinate
c=(i;a,b)€.tL so that T." ==T~bl(') v ( b)- - 'I J1- U ~, (}i a,_

c) A full set of indecomposables in ~ has order qe.
Proof: a),b) These follow from·8.l and 7.4.
c) This follows from 8.1 and the fact that up to isomorphism }Z,

contains exactly e projective indecomposables (see [13]).

Notation: Fix \VEf and c==(ii.§!;,b)E~m so that W.....,c.
If 1 ~P. < v: "m define a co-ordinate sjl-'v'e ~ by

~r ==(i~;~,b~; ••• jav_l,by_ljay,by-l+Sym)
and let ~'('E 1 be so that U>-yN s).l.v~
Finally if 1 'J>-:" m-L set 0> ==Uy..,)'-+l'and notice that each ~
is I-headed and hence described in D-3].

Remark: If 1 (A <jJ- « Y ( m then U"v- is the "und.que" indecomposable
extension (u~eu~+1,y)oV5b~(i;J (see 5.7).
To demonstrate this we set UAY == UA~ U~+l,~---- ..
Also if 1 ~ 1(. < ? <y. < Y ~ m we denote U')(.I\Q> ~v by

Defn: A build of W is an extension XloX2 0 ••• 0 ~ ?! W.

Notation: The diagram

• ••
will be denoted by G(W) and called the ~raph of ~.
A build of G(W) will mean a way of drawing G(W) step by step,
where one· step consists of adding a vertex 0t or a line joining
two adjacent vertices 0w,Ow+l that are already drawn.

Lemma 8.3:W is described by G(W) in the sense that any build of GfN)
corresponds naturally to a build of W.

PJ;:Qof:Use 5.?
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Remarks: a) 8.3 gives a rich source of composition series of W.

Indeed it is possible to obtain many more by applying at
least one ttconnecting simple" Vabt(i

t
) before the full

lattices of 0t,Ot+1 are built up. Unfortunately we get
multiplicities occuring (in the sense that if X,Y are
factor-modules of W with X ~ Y, then it does not follow
that X::: Y except in the special case when W is I-headed)
and this seems to make it impossible to describe the full
submodule lattice of W by these methods.

b) For all I ~ t ~ m, let A\ be a submodule of W 'so that

W/~ ::: 9.=.1 °=.2_ ••• ~t-l •••

Then the modules Ml,M2, •••,Mm form a V-system of W in the
sense of Kupisch (see [12]).

Theorem 8.4: All parts of the main theorem (stated in €l) are true.
Proof: a) This is 7.4.
b) This is 8.2a),c).
c) This follows from 7.lb).
d),e),f) These are 6.6.
g) This is 6.3.
h) This is 8.3.
i) This follows from 8.3, and a knowledge of the composition factors
of each 0t' which can be obtained from (13].
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Footnotes

(1) on page 3: Throughout this thesis s..
~J will mean the "Kronecker

delta", and hence,

5.. = fl
~J lo

if i = j

if i f j
1\

(2) on page 10: <t'l'••• ,t:y , ••• ,tn'> denotes the submodule of E( 1> )
generated by the following set of elements,

{~l'··· ,'ty_l,'ty+l,···,'tn}

(3) on page 19: [13, 3-17] shows that if W,U are factor-modules of
Wi with W ~ U, then W = U.
Hence a full set of proper factor-modules of Wi is
precisely the set of all proper factor-modules of
w .•a
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PARTC APPLICATIONSTO THE SlllMETRIC, .ALTERNATINGAND

MATHIEUGROUPS

§ 1 Introduction

Throughout this part of the thesis, we will be studying the

following situation,

Hypothesis: B is a kG-block with cyclic defect group D of order q =pd
IV

(d ,)1). Dd_l is the unique subgroup of D of order p, H = NG(Dd_l) and

C = CG(Dd_l).

Let B be the unique kH-block of defect group Dwith BG= ~, and let b

be any kC-block of defect group Dwith bG = B. ECwill denote the
'"

stabiliser in H of b , and we set e = e(G,~) = IEC : cl, which by

[3, (1.1) and 1.4] divides p-l.

The main theorem in part A ([6]) shows that B is special (q,e)-

uniserial (with respect to Dd_I) and so we can adopt the usual

notation for a full set of indecomposable kH-modules in B, namely

{TiC' : O~i~ e-l, 1" OC '" q}. Set I =.{O,l, ••• ,e-l} and for all iE-I

write Si for Til' Then if f denotes the Green correspondence

(G,:g)-+ (H,B) (see [6, €2J), then [6] also proves the following

result of Green:

B contains (up to isomorphism) exactly e simple kG-modules, which,..,
can be labelled Vo"",Ve_l so that for all i c r fVi/~(fVi) :?! Si"

Moreover there exists a permutation 8 of I so that for all i E: I

Nowlet Wi be a projective cover of Vi for all i ~ I, and define a new

permutation'p of I by p(i) :: 8-l(i) + 1 mod e. Then the main theorem

in I6] shows that there exists positive integers r = r(i), s = sCi)

(0 , i ~ e-l) so that the full kG-submodule lattice of each Wi has the

following form:
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Wi

i

i

o

Figpre 2

Note: pa(i) , Sb(i) denote the composition factors j>a(i)' VSbCi)

(0( a c r-1, 0~b" s-1).
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The information that we require about the r(i),s(i) is as follows,
Lemma 1.1: a) r=r(i), s=s(i) are the unique positive integers such

r-l s-l
that fJ 1:"(fVnj(i))= q-l, .~ 1:"(fVt)j(i))- (s-l)q = 1.

J=O r J=O
b) For all iE-I, pr(i)(i) = i and SS(i)(i) ::L,

Proof: See [6, e 3] .
Now for some blocks (like the principal p-blocks of Sp'~ or

PSL(2,p)) we can calculate these integers directly, using ordinary
character theory (in e 3 we will look at Sp and ~). However for
other blocks this becomes more difficult (certainly we cannot
generally apply LvLa) since the lengths -i"(fVi)are "usually difficult
to evaluate). The aim of ~4 is to considerably simplify such vital
calculations by answering the following question, which arises
naturally from l.lb),
"Vi'henare rei) ,sCi) the smallest positive integers such that

_pr(i)(i) = L, 6s(i)(i) = i ?"

Our answer will show that a knowledge of 0 or of the Brauer tree
(see €. 2) is almost sufficient to give all of the integers r(i),sCi);
and hence the lattice structures of all of the Wi. We will then (in
e5) apply these results to the Mathieu groups, using the information
given by G. D. James in (3J, where ail the possible Brauer trees
are constructed.
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~2 Connection With Dade's Theory

f
Notation: Let (G,B)~ (H,B) denote the Green correspondence and a
. N g

the Heller functor (see [6, € 2]).
Defn: By an ordinary simple character we will meana mG-character

afforded by a simple VG-module.

If 'X is an ordinary simple character, XO will denote X,
restricted to the p-regular elements (and hence ~o can be

regarded as a modular character). Also we will write XE B
rv

if any kG-module~fording )to lies in B.,....,

Lemma2.1: Looking at Figure 2, the following hold for all i E. I,

a) fXi ~ Si' fYi ~ ~S8-l(i); b) gSi ~ Xi' ~gSi ~ Y5(i).

Proof: a) rx, ~ f (~ (w. IX. )) = ~ f( W.IX.) == &1T. 1 ~ S.,1 1 1 1 1 . 1,q- 1
fYi == f(&,(Wi/Yi)) = &2,f(Wi/Yi) :::S1So-l(i)·

(Use [6, 2.7 and 3.l3c)].)

b) This follows from a) and [6, 2.5b)].

Theorem2.2 (Dade, see [lJ): B contains exactly e +(q-l)/e ordinary
'"

simple characters, which fall into two classes:

e "non-sexceptional It characters Xi (0.( i " e-l) and

(q-l)/e "exceptd.onak"characters 'X). ( It€ A: a suitable

index set).

The X"A are all equal on p-regular elements, and we set

'Xe = ~ 'X"). (called the exceptional character).
AEA

Moreover if ~i is the modular character of Wi (0'" i ~ e-l), then

there exists a unique distinct pair of elements for. each i El,

say i(1),i(2) E. {o.i,... ,e-l,e} so that ~i = Xi(l)o +Xi(2)0
for all i E I.

Hencewe can construct a graph with e edges (the Wi) and e+l

vertices (the Xi). Indeed this graph is a tree (it is called the

Brauer tree).

Defns: a) The vertex of the Brauer tree corresponding to X. is callede
the exceptional vertex.

b) The valence of a vertex is the number of edges joining it.
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Theorem 2.3 (Janusz, see [4, 7.1J or [2, 6.1(iii), 7.1 and 7.2J):

For all iE I; Xi'Yi afford Xi(l) 0, Xi(2) 0 in some order.

Lemma2.4: Suppose that DESYlp(G), then if dim Si ;:: n (i €. I), the

following all hold for each i E: I,

a) dim Xi - n mod Pt

b) dim Yi -= -n mod p,

c) dim Wi - 0 mod q,

d) If ~ is the principal p-block dim Xi :: - dim Yi :: 1 modp.

Proof: Since D is a Sylow p-subgroup, all projective kG-modules have
--

dimension divisible by q. Also by Sylow's theorem IG : HI:: 1 modp.

So a) and b) follow, since by 2.1,

Si G ~ gSi ~ (proj) :: Xi ~ (proj),

&1S&-l(i) G ~ [lgSa-1Ci) Q1 (proj) ~ Yi @ (proj).

c) This follows since Wi is projective.

d) If B is the principal p-block, then the one dimensional trivial
IV

kG-module kG lies in ~.

Thus fkG = krrE. B (see [6, 2.5c)J).

This shows that n;:: 1 ( it also shows that B is the principal p-block

of kH).
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§3 Applications to Sp'~
In this chapter, we look at the principal p-blocks of kSp' kAp

which have cyclic defect groups'of order p. Assume throughout that
p :f 2.
Firstly let G = Sp and let ~ be the principal p-block of kG.

Theorem 3.1: a) There exists exactly p ordinary simple characters in
B (these are the ftp-hooks"),and hence e = p-l.
IV

b) If X. E: { It 0 ' ••• , % e-l'X e} (see 2.2) then X lSi s a sump-l
of at most two ordinary simple CSp_l-chara?ters, and hence
?lo is a sum of at most two modular simple characters.

Proof: a) See [5, 7.2J (that e =p-l follows from 2.2).
b) See [5, 4.52J.
Corollary 3.2: For all iE-I, r(i),s(i) ~ 2, and hence S = 8-1,

-1
.P =.P •

Proof: From 3.1b) and 2.3 we see that rei) ,sCi) ~ 2 for all iE I.
e' c-l -1 1 )That 0 = 0 ,f =p now fol ows from Lv Lb) ,

Remarks: (i) As B is special (p,e)-uniserial, and since kHEB, we can
choose So = kH (and hence Vo = kG).

(dL) Since p f 2, e = p-L is always even.
(iii) Recall that we are making the convention that all

congruences, unless otherwise specified are to be
taken mod e.

Theorem 3.3: a) For all j € It o(j) - e-j (and hence p(j) _ e-j+l).
1 if j=O

b) ~(fV j) = p-2j if l~ j ~e/2
2h+1 if j = e-h, e/2 < j c e-l

c) For all j~I, r(j) =2, s(j) =1 if j =0 or e/2,
s(j) = 2 otherwise.

Proof: Order the set I = {O,lt •••,e-l) as follows,
O,l,e-l,2,e-2,3,e-3,4, ••• ,e/2 + 3,e/2 -1,e/2 ••••••••••••• (*)

iVewill prove the theorem by induction with respect to this ordering.
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Nowas V0 = kG' fV0 = kH= So. Thus -1:'(fVo)= 1 and 8(0) = O.

So from 1.1 and 3.2 we can immediately deduce that s(O) = 1, reO) = 2.

Thus the theorem is true for j = O.

Hence now suppose that j f e/2, and that 3.3 is true for j.
Welook at the next element j+ (in the ordering (*)).

Case 1 Suppose that 1 ~ j < e/2, and hence that j+ = e-j •

By induction -3':(fVj)= p-2j, 8(j) = e-j and s(j) = 2.

Nowby 1.1, as s(j) = 2 and S(j) = e-j, -i'(fVj) +~(fVe_j) = p+l.

So -3:'(fVe_j)= (p-sL) - (p-2j) = 2j+l.

Thus r(e-j) = s(e-j) = 2 (using 1.1 and 3.2), and also since

~(fVe_j) + (e-j-l) == 6(e-j)

we get 6(e-j) =(2j+l) + (e-j-l):: j.

Case 2 Suppose that e/2 < j .( e-l or that j = O.
Write j = e-h (if j =#= 0) and j = h (if j = 0). Then O~ h < e/2 and j+ = h-sL,

By induction ~(fVj) = 2h+l, 5(j) =h and r(j) = 2.

Nowby 1.1, as r(j) = 2 andp(j) =h+l, ~(fVj) +~(fVh+l) = p-l.

So -1:(fVh+1)= (p-l) - (2h+l) = p-2(h+l).

Thus r(h+l) = 2, s(h+l) =1 if h = e/2 - 1 and s(h+l) = 2 if h :f e/2 - 1

(using 1.1 and 3.2), and also since

~(fVh+l) + h == 5(h+I)

we get 8(h+l) =: p - 2(h+l) + h = (p-1) - (h+l) = e - (h+1).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

Corollary 3.4: The projective indecomposables in B have the shapes,,..,

i i

e-i+l

i

o
i= O,e/2 o

i f 0,e/2
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Nowlet G=~ and let ~ be the principal p-block of kG.

Theorem3.5: a) There exists exactly (p+3)/2 ordinary simple

characters in B, and hence e = (p-l)/2.
IV

b) If :t~ {"x'o, ••• ,Xe-l,Xe} (see 2.2) then :tIA is a sum
p-l

of at most two ordinary simple C~_l-characters, and hence

)CO is a sumof at most two modular simple characters.

Proof: a) See [5, 4.54 and 7.6J (that e = (p-l)/2 follows from 2.2).

b) See [5, 4.52 and 4.54J.
Corollary 3.6: For all i€ I, r(i),s(i) ~ 2, and hence 0 =S-l,

-1
P = P •

Proof: Analogous to 3.2.

Remarks: (i) Again we can take So= kIP Vo=kG·

(ii) For convenience set [e/2] = e/2 if e is even,

[e/2] = (e+l)/2 if e is odd.

Theorem3.7: a) For all j f; I, S(j) -= e-j (and hence p(j) -= e-j+l).

2h+l if j =e-h, [e/2] < j ~ e-l

c) For all j EI, r(j) = 2, s(j) = 1 if j = 0,

s(j) = 2 if j to.

if j = 0

if 1~j~[e/2J

1

b) ~(fVj) = p-2j

Proof: Analogous to 3.3.

Corollary 3.8: The projective indecomposables in B have the shapes,(1)
"V

wo w.
~

o i

1

o
o i

o
i f 0
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€4 Results About r(i),s(i)

Defns: (i) a = (q-l)/e.
(ii) X. = X'A +1 • •• + 'X-A a

is the exceptional character in B
N

(this was denoted X e in 2.2).

(iii) Recall the notions of "long" and "short" used in [6]:
An indecomposable T is called long if leT) ~ q-e,

and short if -leT)~ e.
Remarks: a) The '~. are all equal on any p-regular element of G.

J.

b) The structure of each projective indecomposable kG-module
in B is given in Figure 2. We will be using the notation

IV

in this figure throughout and without further mention.
Using 1.1, notice that since pr(i)(i) = SS(i)(i) = i for all i, .

r(pj(i)) = r(i), s(Sj(i)) ::;:sCi) for all iccI, j E.. lli'. Hence for a
fixed i~I, define P(i)::;:{pj(i) : j € IN}, .6,(i) = {Sj(i) : j c 1N}.
We call P(i). a p-set, and .6(i) as-set.
Observe that I = {O,l, •••,e-l} is partitioned by thejO-sets and also
by the S-sets. Moreover we can talk about the r,s values on each
P(i),~(i); and these determine the structure of all of the kG-modules
Wi (i€I) in B.

rv

Now Xi,Xj have the same character if and only if jt~(i),
and Yi'Yj have the same character if and only if j€ P(i).
Moreover Xi'Yj never have the same character, since in the proof of
[6, 3.18] it was shown that,

"':Ph(i)'i VSj(i) for all 1( n c r(i)-l, 1~j ( s(i)-l; i E I.
So in the Brauer tree, each vertex can be uniquely labelled by either
a p-set P(i) or a 8-set 6.(i), and then,

a) The edge W. joins the vertex P(i)a
the edge Wj joins the vertex ~(i)

b) Ip(i)1 = the valence of the vertex
1.6.(i)1::;:the valence of the vertex

if and only ifj € P(i) ,
if and only if jE..D.(i).
P(i), }

. . . • • • • . . • • .• (*)
~(i) •

Remark: Hence each vertex carries a label in the set {Pt tt} • .Also
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each edge joins a P-vertex to a ~-vertex, and so since any tree is
by definition connected, if we know the label of one vertex, we
know the rest too. This labelling is very important for us.

Lemma 4.1: The number of distinctp-sets plus the number of distinct
a-sets is e+l.

Proof: This follows since the number of vertices in the Brauer tree
is e+l.
Additional Hypothesis: Assume, until further notice, that 2e < q = pd.
Lemma 4.2: For all i E. I the following both hold,

a) {fVi,f~(i), •••,fVpr(i)-l(i)} contains at~most one long fV.

b) {fVi,fVS(i), •••,fVaS(i)-l(i) 1 contains at most one short fV•

.Proof: a) If f':Pu(i) and f~h( i) are both long (0 ( u < h' r(i)-l) then,
r(i)-l

1:(f~u(i)) +1:(f':Ph(i)) ~ j~O :t(f'j,j(i))= q-l (see 1.1);
and so 2(q-e), q-l, which implies that 2e>q, a contradiction.
b) This is analogous.
Lemma 4.3: There is an injection y. : I ~ {P(i)}U {.6. (i)l given by

)J--: i ~ PCi) if fVi is long, y.: i ~ .6.. (i) if fVi is short.
Proof: Use 4.2.
Notation: Using 4.1 and 4.3 let the comp.Lemerrtof Imy- be { ~ 1.
Theorem 4.4: Let i E. I, then:

a) If P(i) f ~ then rei) is the smallest positive integer r
so that pr(i) = L,

b) If 6 (i) :f E then sCi) is the smallest positive integer s
IV

so that 8s(i) = i.
Proof: a) By [6, 3.131 f(Wi/Xi) is an extension of the form,

fViof"V_pCi)O•••of'Pr(i)-l(i) ~
Now if PCi) ~ ~ then fVi is long, and so
satisfies -3:( U}< e, E(U) := 8i-l•
Thus _pj(i) 4: i for all j = 1,2, •••,r(i)-l.
This (and l.lb)) proves part a).
b) This is left as an exercise (the methods required are similar).
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Corollary 4.5: Let i~ I, then in the Brauer tree the following hold:
a) If PCi) :f E then the valence of PCi) is rCi).N'
b) If b(i) :f E, then the valence of A,Ci) is sCi).

N

Proof: Use 4.4 and (*) above.
Lemma 4.6: E corresponds to the exceptional vertex.

I/V

Proof: Suppose P(i) corresponds to the exceptional
affords the modular character J.,0 = )Lit 0 + ••• +

1
Moreover all the X~ 0 are equal.
So each composition factor of Yi is repeated at least a times •• (**)
Thus rei) is not the smallast positive integer r such that JDr(i) = i

vertex. Then Yi
)l~ 0 (see 2.3).

Il.a

(since a) 2), and so by 4.4, P(i) =~.
Similarly if 6(i) corresponds to the exceptional vertex, ~(i) =~.
Remark: If PCi) =~, then as f(Wi/Xi) is an extension of the form,

fV,cfV (,)o ••• ofV r(i)-l(,) :t T, 1
3. .P 3. P 3. 3.,q-

it follows from (**) that every composition factor of f(Wi/Xi) is
repeated at least a times. But since fCWi/Xi) ~ Ti,q_l' this number
is exactly a times. Hence the composition factors of Wi/Xi (and
therefore those of Yi) are repeated exactly a times.
Moreover a similar result holds for Xi if 6.(i) =!, and hence we
have the following,
Theorem 4.7: a) If P(i).=E, then rei) is the smallest positive integer
• N

r so that a divides r and "pr/a(i) = i.
b) If .6.(i)= E, then sCi) is the smallest positive integer

"...,

s so that a divides s and Ss/a(i) = i.
Corollary 4.8: a) If P(i) = E, then a.(the valence of PCi)) = r(i).,...,

b) If ll(i) = Et then a.(the valence of b.Ci)) = s(i).
"'"

Now let e be unrestricted, and denote the exceptional vertex by
! (as before). Notice that if'e =q-l, then a =1, and so ! corresponds
to an ordinary simple character, like all the other vertices.

Theorem 4.9: The following all hold for every i E;It
a) rei) is the smallest positive integer r so that
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_prCi) = i if PCi) :1= E,
IV

a divides r and _pr/aCi) = i if PCi) = E·
N'

sCi) is the smallest positive integer s so that
SS(i) = i if b(i) :f: E,

""
a divides s and 8s/a(i) = i if Ll(i) = E.

""
b) In the Brauer tree,

the valence of PCi) = rei) if P(i) 4= E,
/V

a.(the valence of P(i)) = rei) if P(i) = E·
I'll'

the valence of ~(i) = sCi) if !lei) 4: E,
IV

a.(the valence of D.(i)) = sCi) if ~(:L.) = E.
tV

Proof: If e t q-l we have already proved this.
If e = q-L, then a = 1 and hence (using (*)) it suffices to show that
for all i e: I the following both hold,

rei) is the smallest positive integer r so that )Or(i) = i;
sCi) is the smallest positive integer s so that ~s(i) = i.

But both of these follow'using techniques similar to those employed
in 4.4, bearing in mind that B is (q,q-l)-uniserial in this case.

Abbreviations: B.T. = the Brauer tree.
L.B.T. = the Brauer tree with the edges correctly

labelled by Wi's.
I.B.T. = the Brauer tree with the exceptional vertex

identified (via the label E) and at least one
""

vertex (and hence all vertices) labelled
correctly from the set {p, 6. }.

L.I.B.T. = L.B.T. U I.B.T.
1.8 = 6 along with the exceptional vertex identified

correctly (via itsp-set P(i) or b-set ~(i)).
The full structure of B will mean the e lattices fully labelled

AI

with the Wj and the Vh• The lattice structure of ~will mean
just the e lattices (with no labelling).(2)

Deductions from 4.9: a) I.S is sufficient to give the full structure
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of B. Moreover so too is L.I.B.T. U S.
b) I.B.T. will give the lattice structure of ~ (but not

necessarily any labelling at all). It will also give the
cycle types of 0 and P:

c) L.I.B.T. will give the lattice structure of B fully labelled
IV

with the Wj (but not necessarily with the Vh). It will also
give the cycle types of S andjD.

Remarks: a) Identification of the exceptional vertex (in some form)
is vital.

b) We CruLDotnecessarily deduce 5 from B.T~, L.B.T. or even
L.I.B.T.

c) If B is the principal p-block, then the vertex 1 which
tv rv

corresponds to the one-dimensional trivial CG-.character,
must be a 6-vertex. So in this case viecan get the
lattice structure of B from the following,

IV

B.T. + identification of E + identification of 1,.., ,....,

We will use this in €5.
d) If B is the principal p-block, and if we are given B.T.

fV

in which every vertex has the dimension of the simple
character to which it corresponds listed (for the
exceptional vertex this means the dimension of any one
of the simple )tl's); then if e * 1 or p-l, we can
identify ~, since using 2.4d) it will be the unique
vertex whose corresponding ordinary simple character
does not have dimension congruent to +1 or -1 mod p.
(If q = p and e = p-l, then identification of ~ is in any

case redundant, see 4.9.)
Moreover if the one-dimensional trivial CG-character is
the unique ordinary simple character in B of dimension

IIV

one, then we can of course also identify 1.
tV

These are the techniques that we will be using in e5.
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§ 5 Applications to The Mathieu Groups
Let G be one of the Mathieu groups, in which a Sylow p-subgroup

of G ha~ order p. We examine the principal p-block B of kG, which~

has cyclic defect group of order p.
The Brauer trees of all such blocks are given, by James, in [3].

Also the dimensions of the ordinary simple characters corresponding
to each vertex are listed, from which we can identify 1, and when

N

e t q-l, E (see the remark d) on page 13). We can hence (by the
11.1

remark c) on page 13) use 4.9 to work out the lattice structure of ~.
Notation: a) If (j is a permutation, 0' E.la2b3c ••• will mean that 0' has

cycle type la2b3c •••
b) An integer in brackets under a lattice will denote the

number of projective indecomposables in ~ of this type.
Al.sothese lattices will labelled with W,X,Y which
correspond to Wi,Xi'Yi in Figure 2 for some iE.I.

The Brauer trees and lattice structures for each possible Bare
'V

as follows, p

P 6. e :::;11
1 p= 23 M22

c: p p S € 13232='
1 P 6. pE 12233f'\I

VI IV Vi

Y X
X X Y P IV

Y
0
(3) 0 0 Y Y

(2) Vi (1)

X
X

X

o (2)
o
(2)

o
(1)
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p

e = 11

SE: 1524-

P €. 13261,...,
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e = 5
M12

,6. P P P 8 E 122
1 E
"J IV P E122

W W

Y

X X Y

0
(1) 0

(4)

e = 5
M22, M23

6 p S E132
1
IV P E 23
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e = 3
1::::. P P SE123 p = 7 M22, M22, M24 1 E
IV "" P E12

W W

Y

x x y

0
(1)

0
(2)

w
1 b
N

Y
e = 4

4 p= 5 M23, MIl
P S El4

=

P" 4 X

6,.
0
(4)

w

6-.------------~------~----~P
.
6. P

1
'"w

y

X x y

o
(2) 0

(2)
Remarks: a) PSL(2, 7) ~Pr t MIl c__"..AIIand M23c__"..A23•

However it is interesting to note that although the

principal p-blocks of Mpand Ap do not have the same s-
for p = 11 or 23; the principal 7-blocks of PSL(2,7) and

A7 do have the same S (indeed they have the same block
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structure, see footnote 1). Unfortunately these methods
do not seem·to shed any light on the following well knO\vn

conjecture,
"If D €: SYlp(~)' H = N~ (D) and H< K <~. then

either p = 7, K = PSL(2,7)
or p =. 11, K = MIl
or p=23, K=M23 It

b) For some of the above blocks (for example the principal
Il-blocks of M22 or M23) it is possible to get the full
structure of B from the given data; but for others (like

"V

the principal II-block of .MIl)it is not.
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Footnotes

(1) on page 8: Starting from the ordinary character t~ble of PSL(2,p)
it is possible to work out the r(i),s(i) for the
principal p-block, and it can be shovm that 3.7 (and
hence 3.8) still hold for this block (and e= (p-l)/2
still). So for p odd, the block structures of the
principal p-blocks of PSL(2,p) and ~ are effectively
the same. This is rather suprising, since in general
the two groups are not related in any way.

(2) on page 12: All of our lattice di~rams have Xi on the left and
Yi on the right, so we can at least label any lattice
with W,X,Y to correspond to Wi,Xi'Yi in Figure 2 for
some i E. I.


